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As a relief to housekeeping cares and worries,
look at tbis new invention in the form of a Kitchen

Cabinet.
Here is a 3-storied structure of comfort.
Take the base first. The size of the top is 48 by

26 inches. Under this top is a kneading boaid
(20x24) and a meat board (12x20), each being
cleverly constructed as a draw slide. Below this
are two drawers each 18x17x4.
Below
19x21x141,
each of which
again are two large bins
the
equivalent.
will hold 60 lbs. of flour or
Above the top are eight drawers of various
sizes and a large closet.
The entire Cabinet is a most substantia I aril
complete piece. Price $13.00.

Paine Furniture Co.,
RUCS, DRAPERIES

48 CANAL ST.,
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now either to enlarge the clmreb or magnificent iron-gates, which formed
a part of the enclosure about the
build a new one.
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Ten young men representing the
States dt' New; York, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Maryland, and Rhode
Island, received the religions habit
of the Christian Brothers al Ammendale, Md? en tlie feast of the Purification.
On the snot where Father Jogues
was martyred at Auriesville, X. V.,
there stands a temporary chapel.
Lately the entire Farm adjoining has
been bought, and it is now proposed
to erect there a permanent chapel
and a memorial statue of Father
Jogues.

Tin: Record of Louisville, Kv.,
is responsible for tile statement that
among the tirsi cathedrals solemnly
consecrated to God in this country
was that at Bardstown (Louisville)
ou August S, 1819, nearly two years
before thai of Baltimore,
At the present time there are a
dozen diocesan priests living in the
Apostolic Mission House, Washington, 1). ('., who are preparing for the
work of giving missions. The range

of dioceses that these priests come
from is all the way from Vermont
$2.50
to Oklahoma Territory.

Subscription, paid in advance, $2.00

If not paid in advance,
Single Copies, Five Cents.
General advertising, 20 cents a line,
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of

New

York officiated, Feb. 7, at the proagate.
fession of twelve nuns of the order
Local Rates sent on application.
Send money by Check, Registered of the Sacred Heart, among them

Letter, Post Office Money Order (not his own niece, at the Kenwood Conin silver or bills), to the
vent, Albany, N. Y.
REVIEW PUBLISHING COMPANY,
The people of Sid'fern, N. V, are
204 Washington Street,
acknowledging the latest benefaction
Boston, Mass.
of .Airs. Thomas F. Ryan, wife of the
railroad magnate. She has just given
Advertising Manager,
Cuari.ks E. Putnam, Rooms 914-915, a fully equipped farm to the Good
Old South Building, Boston.
Samaritan Hospital there. The farm
has been named by the Sisters,
Entered as -set on<t ( lass matter in the Boston ??.Mount Loretto."
1, 18W.
Office.
Tost
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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.

Pin sihknr l>(io>i:vi:i.i has agreed
to attend the national convention ol

the Catholic Total Abstinence Onion,
in Wilkosbarre, Pa.,

next August.

giving his promise

the Rev. J. J.

to

The Rev. T. Y. McHugh,ordained Curran, and a committee of mine
last Christmas, has been assigned as workers' officials, who are members
assistant atthe Star of the Sea Church. of the ('. T. A. 11., and whom he received recently at the White House.
East Boston.

Tnr. Belgian Catholic missionaries
the four weeks' mission,
closed
Feb.
\
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>
at
I'aulists"
which
the
are building brick churches all over
York,
in
New
confesthe Congo Free State that will hold
church
ft,813
congregations numbering hundreds,
sions were heard.
in some instances thousands of
MONBIGNOB BARRETT, secretary to and
The cathedral they have
persons.
Bishop .McDonnell of Brooklyn,
just
completed
at IJaudoinville, on
has been appointed by Pope I'iusX.
more than 1,200
Lake
Tanganyika,
as a Domestic Prelate to His Holiinland from the mouth of the
miles
ness.
Congo, is one of the largest churches
Xi.vk perpetual burses for needy in Africa.
students have been endowed at the
Tin: Federation of Catholic
Pittsburg College of the Holy Ghost.
Women
Teachers of Germany met
One of these was founded by the
recently
in
Berlin. The association
late Bishop Phalen, and one by
is very successful and prosperous.
Bishop Canevin.
It has in its treasury 201.01111 marks,
Abchbishop Fable y of New
to be used tor a hospital for infirm
York departed last week for an teachers a bureau of information, a
episcopal visitation to the Bahamas, bureau of judicial consultations and
which islands are included in the defenses, etc. Last year the organiNew York ecclesiastical province- sation counted 7,7 Is active members,
TheßE is so large an attendance in 130 local and twelve provincial
at present at St. Peter Claver's societies.
Abchbishop Glknson of St. Louis
Church for colored Catholics, in
Baltimore. Md.. that it is necessan has received as a present the two
During

:

Hungarian exhibit in the Manufacturers' building at the World's
Fair. He also received a beautiful
set of white vestments, which were
on exhibition in the Italian section.
The vestments include all that is
necessary for the celebration of pontifical .Mass, and are valued at more
than >c2,000.
Bishop Hhndeloks ofCebu, Philippine Islands, has a diocese of mag-

nificent distances. It st ret (dies 2,000
miles into the Pacific. It takes in the
large islands of Cobu, Samar, Leyto,
Bohol, a large part, of Mindanao.
and in the Pacific < Icean the Marianne
or Ladrone Islands, including the
Island of Guam. "It will take
about three years to visit all the diocese," savs the Bishop, "and my
travel will be almost all by water."
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It's twice as
as other cocoas, yet
none are more
delicate in taste.

THE COCOA WITH THE

YELLOW WRAPPER
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Tin: Knights of Columbus of
Washington, D. C, have made arrangements to provide rooms, etc.,
for Brother Knights and their friends
who will visit the capital city on
the occasion of the Inauguration of
President Roosevelt on March 4th.
Knights of Columbus can receive all
The Rev. O. \Y. Clarke, curate at
the information necessary by writing
Joseph's < 'liurch, Paterson, \. J.,
St.
to George IT. Ogle, K. of C. Hall,
was
found dead in his room at the
606 E street Northwest, or by reporting to the Hall upon their ar- rectory on Feb. ?>. From the position of the body it is evident that he
rival in the city.
waskneelingin prayer when stricken.
On Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 7,
Mr. David Flynn of Fast Boston,
Mrs. Joseph S. Thorpe, daughter of father of the Key. Maurice F.
Henry W. Longfellow, gave a most Flynn, assistant at St. Patrick's
interesting lecture to the pupils of Church, Roxbury, was buried on
Mt. St. Joseph Academy, Brighton, Tuesday last from the church of the
on "Hiawatha" and the Ojibway
Sacred Heart. Mr. Flynn was a
Indians. Mrs. Thorpe spoke of the veteran of the ('ivil War.
visit of the Longfellow family to the
Mother Fleonore Lieber of the
Ojibway tribe, near the banks of Sacred Heart Order, a sister of the
Lake Huron, during the summer of
late Ernest Lieber, leader of the
1901. While there, the Indians pre- Center or Catholic party in Gersented Hiawatha," dramatized, to
many, who died about a year ago,
Longfellow's children, and after the died Feb. 8 at the convent on W.
performance they received honorary 17th street, New York, where she
Indian titles.
had been stationed for lite last
I\ the statistics compiled by Dr. twenty years.
11. K. Carroll, as to the recent
The Rev. Francis .1. O'Neill, S. .1..
growth of the religious denomina- for many years chaplain to Catholic
tions in the United States, he points patients at the Boston CityHospital,
out that
the gains are somewhat died last Sunday night of pneumonia,

t

\
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smaller than those reported a year
ago; but the increase in communicants in the Roman Catholic Church
has carried that denomination apparently beyond the ten million
line." Commenting on this, the
American Friend of Philadelphia,
as quoted by the TAterary Digest,
will imsavs "These figures
press every one with the fact that
Roman Catholicism is a verymighty

:

..

rapidly expanding. A Church
of 10,000,000 believers it impres-

after a week's illness, at the rectory
of the Immaculate Conception, lie
was sixty-six years of age and a native of Boston.
May their souls and the souls ofall
the faithful departed rest in peace.

Edward T. P. Graham,

ARCHITECT,

force,

Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass.

sive."

Telephone Connection.

RECENT DEATHS.
James Walsh, brother of the Rev.
Louis S. Walsh, 1). C. L., supervisor
of the parish schools of this archdiocese, died on Feb. 7 in Lewiston, Me.

CIbBOTMXH while visiting New York
City will find at the Hotel Earlington
every attention and convenience possible. Centrally located. Easy of ac
cess, quiet surroundings, make it the
idea stopping place. The hotel is of
fireproof construction, and the service is
of the best.

PILGRIMAGE TO ROME and Tour of Europe.
RT. UEV. BENJAMIN J. KEILEY, D. D., Bishop of Savannah, Spiritual Director
For particulars and Booklet address
McGIJANE's CATHOLIC TOIRS, is: Broadway, s. v.

The Sacred Heart Review.
NEW SERIES.

boston

ThWek'sNews.
As the years go on, the
the
Roosevelt at
celebration of Lincoln's
Lincoln Celebration. Birthday becomes more
widespread, and his place
in the hall of the nation's heroes becomes more
secure anil more clearly defined. The observance of Lincoln Day by the Republican Club,
New York, this year, was marked by the presence
of President Roosevelt who delivered a forceful

speech. Naturally the relation of the Northern
to the Southern States came in for consideration :
and a striking passage is as follows: "The Southern States face difficult problems; and so do the
Northern States. Some of the problems are the
same for the entire country. Others exist in
greater intensity in one section; and yet others
exist in greater intensify in another section. But
in the end they will all be solved; for fundamentally our people are tile same throughout
this land ; tbe same in the qualities of heart and
brain and hand which have made this Republic
what it is in the great today: which will make
it what it is to be in the infinitely greater tomorrow. I admire and respect and believe in and
have faitli in the men and women of the South,

February 18,

co-operation that would be acceptable? As a
matter of fact, such a co-operation does exist in
Germany and Austria, in Ireland and elsewhere.
The schools are national and common, the pupils,
Catholic and Protestant, attend the same schoLastic courses, and are taught by the same teachers, who are legally appointed without regard to
religious preference, and after fulfilment of all
civil requirements. Put the religious instruction
is furnished according to the expressed wishes of
the parents, by ministers of their faith, at fixed
hours, and all children are required to attend the
instructions of their own religious denomination.
In some places, as at Frankfort, there are occasionally two professors of history, so that in this
important matter, the delicacy of the child's conscience need not be violated."
In the Annual Report
Report of the Prison of the Massachusetts

Commissioners.

VOL. 3 3?HO. 8

1905.

Prison Commissioners
is a conditional recom-

mendation that the location of the State Prison
be changed from Charlestown. The Commissioners say that they do not propose to bring
any extra expense upon the State, but that the
situation is such that when the site of the pres-

ent prison is demandedforbusiness purposes sufficiently
to make the land pay forthe expense of reas I admire and respect and believe in and have
recommendthat a change be made to
moval,they
faith in the men and women of the North. All
some location where there will be plenty of room
of us alike. Northerners and Southerners, Easthuge workshops, and for light and air. One
erners and Westerner-;, can best prove our fealty for
feature which will doubtless attract attention is
to the nation's past by the way in which we 'I"
tiie seeming indorsement by the Commission of
the nation's work in the present : for only thus
the proposition that machinery must not be used
can we be sure that our children's children shall
by the convicts, but that hand work is to be
inherit Abraham Lincoln's single-hearted devoas far as possible. Another feature
tion to the great unchanging creed that 'right- given them
of the report is the large increase in arrests dureousness oxalteth a nation.'"
ing the past year. In the year ending Sept. 30,
Al far as we have been 1904, there were committed under sentence to
The
able to see, through the all prisons 29,694 persons, an increase of 2,350
Religious Education many columns of matter for the year. On that date there remained in
appearing in the news- custody 6,890 persons, or 221 more than the year
Association.
paper-, the aims and ob- before. The whole number of arrests in all the
jects of the Religious Education Association, al cities and tow ns was 113,102, an increase of
present in convention in this city, are somewhat 6,734. This was almost wholly accounted for by
vague. The speakers don't seem to know just arrests for drunkenness in the cities, which numwhat they want, or, knowing what they want, bered 65,268, an increase of <>,2S~.
they seem to be all in a puzzle as to how to atThere was a "scene" in
tain it. In striking contrast to the haziness of
the national House of
A "Scene"
much said at the convention were the plain,
Representatives this week
in the House.
Well-defined remarks of Very Lev. Dr. Thomas J.
when Congressman John
Shahan, professor of Church history at the Cath- A. Sullivan of .Massachusetts, because of a critiolic University of America, who, speaking last cism which appeared in one of Congressman
Tuesday at the Council of the Association, said Hearst's newspapers, attacked Mr. Hearst for the
in part: " Religious education with Catholics is system of "newspaper assassination" which he
something positive, systematic and exclusive, in employed to avenge himself upon Congressmen
accordance always with the doctrines and pre- whose words or actions in the House did not
cepts of the Church. It is impossible to estab- meet with his approval. Mr. Sullivan's remarks
lish any system of immediate co-operat ion in re- were lengthy and eloquent,and plainly nettledhis
ligious education with those who can not accept fellow-Democrat Mr. Hearst, who, in reply, dethese doctrines and precepts, or the authority of clared that he did not inspire the newspaper
the Church by which they are maintained. Ex- criticism complained of, but that he was willing to
perience has shown the futility of intermediate take all the responsibility for it. Ilothcn ftoshow
combinations made up of concessions, or based what kind of men were his political enemies ) ason mutual minimizing and sacrifices.
Ill the serted that
Congressmen Sullivan had been at
matter of religious do, i rine, everything is in one onetime convicted of manslaughter. This natway or another essential, or may be easily made ural I v created a sensation. But Mr. Sullivan seems
to take on that, character. We should find it, to have scored on tbe following day when, in retherefore, impossible to construct manuals of re- ply to Hearst, he explained that at thi' time he was
ligious doctrine that would satisfy both Catholic a boy, only seventeen years of age, and that he
and Protestant parents and authorities.'"
took part in the affray which apparently resulted
said Dr. Shahan, in the death of one of the participants only to de" But,""if
an immediate fend his father who was being overpowered in
Arrange
again,
They
How
be impossi- the struggle. The newspaper reports state that
co-operation
Elsewhere.
ble, in the matter of re- Mr. Sullivan's explanation was received with
ligious education, between ( athohes and 1 roles. great applause 'by the House. In fact so spontants, is there no form of mediate or less close taneous and enthusiastic was the outburst that

men who have been observing the proceedings
of the House for years and years could recall no
other such demonstration.

For :i -urn satisfactory alike
Cathedral Claims to the Archbishop of BosSettled by
ton ami to the Boston (EleElevated Road. vated Railway Company,the
claims tor damages, caused
by the location, construction, maintenance and
operation of the railway, to the Cathedral of the
Holy Cross on Washington street, and to St.
James' Churoh on Harrison avenue, have been
settled amicably by the parties, and the money

F r a n c i s Kos-mth. the
leader of the indepenAffairs in
Austria=Hungary. dence party in the Hungarian

Parliament, wa>

received at Vienna this week by the EmperorKing, Francis Joseph, and discussed with him
the political situation and cabinet crisis in Hungary arising from the coalition of the various
minor parties in Hungary with the independence
party, and the sweeping victory at the polls in
Hungary on Jan. '2ti. which resulted in these parties being placed in control of the lower house
of the Hungarian Parliament.
Herr Kossuth
declaredthat it is impossible now to govern Hungary without the help of this united party or
against its wishes. There is no hostility to the
Emperor involved in the activity of the independence party. Oil the contrary. Herr Kossuth
declares that he went to Vienna with the purpose and in the hope of convincing the Fmperor
that no party in Hungary desires to separate the
interests of Hungary from those of the House of
Ilapsburg; that the independence party is most
loyal, and that Hungary would become the
strongest prop of the dynasty if it were per-

mitted

to

have free and untrammeled develop-

He says further that when the independence party's policy is fully realized all differences between Austria and Hungary will disappear. The development and strengthening of
Hungary as a nation would, he said, increase the
security of the King's throne, and in the future
the fate of Hungary and the House of Hapsburg
would be closely interwoven through mutual understandings. Hungary, according to the independence party, is and must continue to be
entirely a distinct nation from Austria, and wilt"
brook no interference of Austria with its domestic affairs. But Hungary is entirely loyal to the
connection witli Austria and to the KmperorKing. Francis Joseph.
ment.

The public work of the
international commission
which is inquiring into
Inquiry.
the North Sea incident is
closed,
until
a decision is reached,
now practically
the
president of the
when Admiral Founder,
call
a
for the purpose
meeting
commission, will
The
admirals
in the meanof announcement.
time will bold daily private sessions to deliberate"
?
upon the decision. The British conclusion
tains that the testimony showed no torpedo boats
were present on that eventful night when the
Russia* Baltic fleet tired upon the British fishermen, and that therefore the firing was unjustifiable ; whereas the Russian conclusion holds that
the testimony showed that the torpedo boats
wore present, and that the tiring was fully warranted. However, the Russian statement closes
with a declaration of profound regret at the fact
that innocent lives had been sacrificed, and announces the willingness of the Russian Government to pay an indemnity to the survivors and
families of"the victims, leaving the amount and
partition of the indemnity to The Hague tribunal.

The North Sea

1
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WhEadtiS
Corslc ay.
Fair Play Is all We Ask.
All that Catholics want in regard to the Indian schools which they conduct is simply fair
play," remarks the Pittsburg Obterver.

"

*

*

#

Scharf and Bard.
The Catholic CitizensayHa good thing apropos
of Professor Scharf and Senator Bard : Dr. E.
L. Scharf of Washington, D. C, made Senator
Bard of California believe that Scharf spoke for
the whole Church anent the weary worries of
the ' Injun ' schools. Scharf is not infallible and
Bard is not unfoolable."

"

*

*

*

A Great Increase All Round.

Says Church Progress: " An increase in the
hierarchy ; an increase in seminaries ; anMnerease
in vocations; an increase in the clergy ; an increase in the number of churches ; an increase
in educational institutions and school attendance,
and a half million increase in population is the
record of the Catholic religion in the United
States during the past year. A glorious record,
indeed."

*

#

*

A Sensible Labor Leader.
Says the Providence Visitor:

" It is reassuring to the good citizen who has the interests of
his country at heart to know that the working
classes are guided by such men as President
Gompcrs of the American Federation of Labor.
Mr. Gompcrs was right when he declared last
week that the Socialists were the real enemies of
organized labor. As long as the labor-unions
will be guided by the counsels of Mr. Gompcrs
they will never depart from the principles of
justice."
*

*

*

*

"

'

"

A Downright Lie.
" Whenever Ireland's enemies feel like throwing odium on that unhappy land, they say that
crime is more prevalent there than in any other
part of Europe," says the Catholic Newt. "Of
course, that is a downright lie. The judicial
statistics of Ireland and Scotland, given in the
Scotch report for 1903 lately issued, show that
in Scotland during the year there were 59,-962 committals to prison. The Irish statistics
for 1903 give 32,(179 as the number sent to prison
in that country. Ireland lias a population almost
equal to that of Scotland, but in Scotland the
imprisonments are nearly double those inflicted
in Ireland. The truth is that Ireland is perhaps
freer from crime than any other part of Europe."

.

"

*

*

*

*

Professor " Seharf.
The personality of the man who claimed the
power to deliverCatholic votes fora consideration
is the subject of comment in the Catholic weekly
press. The Catholic Transcript has this to say
abouthim "During the heat of the compaign,

:

"

Professor Scharf called at this office. He did not
impress us as a man to whom the Catholic hierarchy would commit any task, delicate or otherwise. He is remembered here for his volubility
and for his ostentatious display of a stunning,
but egregious K. of C. badge. He honored us
with a second visit, bringing with him a long
tirade against Hoke Smith, requesting that it appear in our* next issue. He then withdrew with

The Catholic Columbian reports thai the
members of the two societies,
the Patriotic Sons of America and the Junior
Order of American Mechanics ?which are
nothing more than oath-bound, sectarian, antiCatholic organizations are to hold a public
celebration of Washington's birthday. They are
to have a parade through some of the principal
streets of the city, and a meeting at the Goodale
auditorium for the delivery of speeches. They
have invited all the non-Catholic school children
to march in their procession, and they have offered a large American Hag to the public school
thatturns out the largest representation. At their
gathering in the hall addresses are to be delivered
by Dr. D. J. Snyder, principal of the Dewey
high school, and by Dr. W. O. Thompson, president of the Ohio State University. " We object,"
says the Columbian, " to this identification of the
public schools with these dark lantern gangs of
bigots. Let whosoever will, go with these secret
societies, which cover theirreligious malice under
the cloak of patriotism. But the public schools
should not be and shall not be made anti-Catholic."
Columbus

"

More Light on

February is, 1905

his badge; and the article, which was calculated her resources in an effort to debar us from the
to stir up religious strife, found its way to the liberties that we most prize today. Men who consent to the ratification of the Anglo-American
wastebasket."
treaty, whether of native or foreign birth, art'
*
*
*
traitors to the stars and stripes and must be so
" Be Not Solicitous."
Says the JVeio Century: "In the midst of ef- regarded by theirmorehonorable fellow-citizens."
#
forts to build up a fortune, or to found a reputa#
*
tion, or to achieve some transient end, death Thinks the Police System at Fault.
comes; and very often quite suddenly, and someThe Catholic Standard and Times, commenttimes due to over-exertion, over-vexation or de- ing on social conditions in Philadelphia, says:
spondency and despair. The good advice of the If there be any real connection between vice
great Teacher of mankind, Be not solicitous for and local politics, as is now alleged by the Grand
the things of this world,' is emphasized. We are Jury and a portion of the press, the fault lies in
such things as dreams are made of; and our little the system on which the police force in all our
lives are rounded off by sleep. A true humility cities is organized. The police are too near the
in the presence of the Infinite is the highest people. They are a part of the people, instead
wisdom for us."
of being kept as a class apart, as servants of the
law should be. Under the European system a
How to Spoil a Child.
totally different rule is adopted. Something like
There are several ways of spoiling a child. the military spirit is instilled into the police, so
You may spoil him, according to Solomon, by that nothing thatwould interfere with the proper
sparing the rod, or you may spoil him by injus- fulfilment of their duty, under any and every
tice and unrelieved severity. The Pittsburg condition, isallowed to grow up in the force which
Catholic evidently had this in mind in the fol- serves the general public. This is an aspect of
lowing editorial note : Don't spoil the children. the case that is too. of ten left out of sight. It is
More children are spoiled for the after-life by worth the most serious attention. Unless the
unceasing nagging, coarse berating, and wearing change that may be proposed be a radical one,
out of the rod, than by kindness, words of cheer there is little use in attempting any change at
and good advice. Cruelty to the child develops all."
#
#
#
the monster. A child's disposition craves kindness, and reproof should ever come in a gentle, An Anti-Catholic Demonstration.

Give Good Seed a Chance.
Our Parish Calendar of Lawoence, Mass.,
gives good advice when it says Never destroy'
a religious book, pamphlet or paper. No matter
how old, how dilapidated, it may contain some
gem of thought, a tiny seed of knowledge, a germ
of salvation. Give it to some one ; have it where
it may be picked up. Bet it blow away rather
than burn it. We have known conversions
#
brought about by reading a detached leaf of a Believes in the Old Tradition.*
religious periodical, by the perusal of an old
The editor of the Catholic Union and Times,
cast away prayer-book, the chance picking up of who ought to know whereof he writes, since he
a good book."
himself is a poet, says in a recent editorial : In
*
all ages and climes the votaries of the muses have
Why We Should Sympathize With the Poles.
been
an impecunious lot. Genius and guineas
When we realize that the ultimate object of alliterate musically, indeed, but
they are seldom
Russia," says the Catholic Universe," is to stamp found in unison. As a rule, the wealth of poets
out every vestige of theirnationality andrace pride
does not pertain to this material world. Writers
and eventually to rob the Polish people of their of verse own no stocks in banks or in other
Catholic faith by making them members of the money-making speculations. Yet they dwell in
State Church, and all this for the sole purpose of
palaces erected in splendid dreams ; and pluck
moulding and solidifying them together with difapples in the Garden of the Ilesperides,
golden
ferent races, the Finns, Cossacks and Muscovites,
they suffer the pangs of hunger and
while
the
into a united nation with a common faith and
other manifold afflictions. In such crucibles of
tongue, we as Catholics and Americans must
suffering the refined gold of poetic inspiration
sympathize with the cause of Poland and its has been minted, which, stamped with the imbattle for faith and independence."
press of genius, is destined to glorious immortal-

:"

4

ity."

*

*

*

A Word About That Proposed Treaty.
The Catholic Forum waxes indignant at the
proposed arbitration treaty with Great Britain.
"America does not need to ally herself with any
European power," says our esteemed contemporary. "She is stronger and freer in her solitary
independence than would be possible were she
tangled up in an alliance with foreign governments, unlike and unsympathetic with her policies
and principles. Not only the Irish-American,
whose hatred of England is warm from past and
existing abuses in Ireland, but every man who inherits a drop of the patriot blood of'7o mustoppose
a treaty with thatnation which onceemployed all

?

*

*

*

This Was Not Public Money.

:

The Western Watchman says " The money
given for the support of theIndian schools is not
the money of the people of the United States.
It belongs to a fund held by the government
for the Indians, and is the indemnity made
to these original owners of the soil for
the lands taken from them. It is not money
raised by taxation, but a fund created by
the sale of Indian lands. The taxpayers of the
United States have no more claim to the fund
They [the
than the inhabitants of China.
Indians] have asked only for their own, and
asked that it be expended in a way that to them
appears best. President Roosevelt has considered
the request a reasonable one, and has acceded to
it. Before doing so he appointed two Catholics
on the Indian Commission, a body that had not
known a Catholic, before. When Archbishop
Ryan and Mr. Bonaparte got upon the Commission, they found no difficulty in persuading the
other members of the reasonableness of the Indian petition, and a resolution was adopted that
their petition should be granted. This is the history of the so-called 'grant' or ' appropriation
for Indian schools."

.

?

?

'
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SACRED

trative order now issued merely enforces a law
money
that sin
uld not disdain. '
, has been
going from Prussian Protestants to maintain the
Tin-. Literary Supplement ofthe Spectator for 'away from Rome movement in Austria. The
"
Jan. 28 contains a lengthy review of the Memo- Protestant and secular press in this country have
rials of the famous modern artist, Burne-Jones, been telling us.all along, that the "Los von Rom
"
written by his widow. Among the passages affair was a bona fide uprising of the people
quoted we give the following:?
against the tyranny and wickedness of Rome.
"There are only two sides of Christianity for But, as an article in a recent issue of the New
which I am titled by the spirit that designs in York Evening Post admits, "the movement is
me?the carol part and the mystical part. I not self-supporting, because it never was sponcould not do without Medieval Christianity. The taneous, having been promoted artificially for
central idea of it and all that it has gathered to political purposes." Much of the money that
itself made the Europe I exist in. The enthusi- sustained it came from Germany. With this
asm and the devotion, the learning and the art. supply cut off we may look for a corresponding
the humanity and the romance, the self-denial decrease in "Away from Rome" activity.
and splendid achievmenl that the human race
paper, or a pretty pen. or

something

of the

sort

"

Appreciating the great work which the
Sacred Heart Review is doing for the Catholic
Church, and recognizing the beneficent influence
which it lias on its readers, a Poston woman
sends us this week a money order for fifty dollars, to aid us in our effort to place the Review
in every Catholic home. The REVIEW isdeeph

grateful for Ibis generous gift.

Now that the seventeenth of March is only a
month away, this expression of opinion from
Archbishop Glennon of St. Louis on a St. Patrick's Day parade will be found timely
"A well ordered, well attended parade, from
which politics is eliminated, and which has the can never be deprived of except by a cataclysm
purpose only of its title, 'Irish Catholic,' to prothat would all but destroy man himself?all bemote and conserve, is a very desirable and comlong to it."
mendable thing."
Again, writing of Robert Browning's funeral
From which politics is eliminated " ?we like in Westminster Abbey, Burne-Jones exclaims:
that phrase well.
No candles, no incense, no copes, no nothing
that was nice. My dear, now they have got
Charles J. Phillips tells a story in the New these churches they don't know what to do with
Century of the late Monsignor Doane, which is them."
worth repeating. Monsignor Doane, as is well
known, was a convert, and prior to his reception The Bill to End the Concordat.
Amid the applause of the Radical and Socialinto the Church was an Episcopalian, his father
istic
members of the French Chamber of Deputies,
having been Episcopalian bishop of New Jersey,
ministry presented last week the
the
Rouvier
and his brother the present Episcopalian bishop
of
the
new
bill for the abrogation of the
draft
of Albany. He and his brother were throughout
The
text of the measure, says the
Concordat.
their lives devoted friends, and frequently visited
makes
the separation of Church and
cable
report,
Bishop
each other. At one time
Doane and the
conclusive,
but omits a numState
definite
and
Monsignor were chatting together, and the conCombes'
bill which had
of
the
ber
of
details
versation turned on church affairs :?
comprises
thirtyThe
bill
antagonism.
aroused
"Well," said the Bishop, laughingly, -you
Article
foltwo
and
the
text
of
1
is
as
articles,
can't deny that my church has done better by
neither
recognizes
lows
:
"The
State
henceforth
me than the Roman Church has done by you,
nor contributes to any religious denomination.
anyway. She has made a bishop of me."
Public
establishments of religion now existing
;
"Ah, very true," the Monsignor replied ??but
are suppressed. All religious budgets of appro>he never made a priest of you."
priations of government departments or comWe have heard the good old Gaelic game of munes are suppressed. The exercise of religion
hurling referred to as wild and savage. These is hereafter free under the sole restriction that
with public order." The
terms are usually applied to it by people who exercise must accord
hitler
of
the
last
sentence
is important. In
part
imagine that everything Irish is wild and savage,
the
and to the rethe
to
Church
danger
it
lies
but President Eliot's description of football as
Catholics,
for, the
of
French
ligious
liberty
played at present by college teams makes the
is,
being,
bitterly
French
as
it
MaGovernment
streiiuousness of hurling seem as mild as milkto
anti-Catholic,
sonic
ami
we
see
may
expect
and-water by comparison. Harvard's president
of
that
clause
about
interpretations
some
curious
says that ??one may. in football, resort to everj
religious exercise according to public order.
ruse, strategeiu and deceit which would be justifiable in actual fighting. If a man, by repeated Abbe Gayraud, who is a deputy, declares that
if its freedom
blows about the head, and particularly on the tin- Church will not be dismayed
pretended.
from
is
real
and
not
Slate control
jaw, has been visibly dazed, he is the man to atof
whole
anti-clerical
movehistory
the
tack at the next onset. If in the last encounter But the
in
little
that
the
Govhope
France leaves
a player has been obviously lamed in leg or arm ment
interfering
ernment
itself
from
can keep
with
or shoulder the brunt of the attack should fall on
him." This is all righl in actual war. intimates the Church's liberty, or can refrain from hampering her at e\ cry step.
is no justification

:

?

"

??

the President, but there
such methods in a manly game ol
friends.

for

sport

A London Spectator reviewer,
(Jan. 21, 1905) on a Life of Saint

:"

??

between

Mainly Supported by German Money.
The " Away from Rome movement in Austria
will receive a se\ ere set-back from a recent order

"

commenting
Peter Four of the Prussian minister of public worship proeclipse, but hibiting the local ecclesiastical councils of the

ier," says
His work suffered an
has of late years been revived. His own part
was always marked by good sense, a quality
which was eminently characteristic of him.
What could be better than the following??'lf
any child of the so-called reformed religion
should be found amongst theOthers in our schools,
treat her kindly, do not penriil the others to
molest her by making any unpleasantnesses. Do
not ask her openly to forsake her error, and do
not speak to her against her religion. Above all,
impress these things upon her mind, that children owe to their parents great loveand respect,
and to (4od love and obedience to His Commandments. There is nothing in this to hurt or
estrange her poor heart. If -he learns well, you
could praise her diligence, and give her in reward (instead of a holy picture) a sheet of gilt
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Evangelical State Church from devoting any part
of tin money derived from the State Church tax
to the support of Protestant churches in other
countries. The Prussian law provides that every
adult citizen must either pay the State Church
ta\ or prove thai he subscribes regularly to the
funds of some recognized religious sect. None
but those who declare themselves atheists are
exempt from the payment of some kind of tax or
contribution to religious institutions. While the
law strictly enforces financial support to religion,
it also provides that the Church tax ill any given
parish shall only be applied to the maintenance
of the church or churches in that particular
parish. The practise which has arisen of late
years, of granting aid to Protestant churches in
other countries, is illegal: so that the adminis-

already
existing. A great deal of
.OCT

THE

SUNDAYS

WITH

THE

LONG

NAMES.

We are entering on a unique season in the
year,? three Sundays with long, odd

Church's

" Septuagesima, Sexagesima, and Quinquagesima"; Sundays that seem at first sight to

names,

have no special use or meaning. There they always stand, just three, no more and no less,
closing the Christmas and Epiphany season, and
precisely forerunning, but not precisely belonging to, the Lenten season. Yet they do evidently concern Lent rather than Epiphany, for
the vestments worn are always purple ; and we
comprehend intuitively, or is it from many years
of experience? that the sorrowful shadows of
the Lenten season are about to fall.
Liturgical writers may explain, as learnedly
as they choose, that these names mean only
" about seventy, sixty, fifty days before Easter."
From childhood, when those long, strange words
first struck us as unlike any other names in the
Church's year, have we ever thought of them in
our hearts otherwise than as
the three Sundays
with the long names, coming just before Lent"?
And, after all, is not this just what the Church
does mean by them? She gives us an Mvent
with four Sundays to prepare us for Christmas
joys, and a Lent with six Sundays to prepare us
for Easter joys; and why should we not expect
her to give us at least this brief period, with
three Sundays, to prepare us for Lent's sorrows,
and its fasting, and its hours of union with the
Passion and the broken heart of Christ ?
Human nature does not like suffering and selfdenial. Our Holy Mother, the Church, knows
that fact; ami in these three Sundays we shall
find that she calls on us to spiritualize our human
nature and be ready to enter <>n the royal road of
the cross. She sets before us St. Paul's brave
example and his exhilarating words. Let us
read carefully the epistles for thesethree Sundays,
taken from his splendid letters to the Corinthians, and displaying the indomitable spirit of a
man to whom earthly joys and human attractions
had become literally as dross, compared to the
large love of Christ his King.
"So run that you may obtain.?Everyone that
striveth for the mastery, refraineth himself from
all things.? He said to me, (He, my King): My
grace is sufficient for thee. ?Gladly will I glory
in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may
dwell in me.?And now there remain faith, hope
and charity, these three but the greatest of
these is charity."
This is what we should strive to gain in this
season of the Sundays with the three long names,
?a share in St. Paul's indomitable spirit, in his
heroic, scorn of the world, the flesh and the
devil, in his burning and passionate love of
Jesus Christ. For such a grace all human gain
??

:

may well lie counted loss.
Sometimes,to young hearts, the Lenten season,
the Lenten services, the self-denial wear a look
of gloom. In every possible way let us stri\e

imbue those youthful hearts with the fearless,
primal, overmastering love of Christ : ves, with*
the desire to tread where He trod and to follow

to
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Him into battle, that boys and girls knew in
the martyr days. Is it not the same Christ we
serve now as they served then ? Is He not just
as desirable, just as truly our Redeemer, as when
the girl Agnes wont to the flames as to a feast.
and St. Stanislaus with a radiant smile upon his
face died in his brilliant youth ?
In the evil days in which we live, day.of
license in thought, word and act, days of an all
too frequent open naming of those things that
St. Paul declared should not so much as be
"

named among Christians.'' let us ever more and
carefully teach our Catholic boys and girls
the loveliness of purity, the nobility of self-restraint and self-denial, the heroism of bringing
every faculty of one's being into obedience to
the yoke of Jesus Christ. So following in the
footsteps of the Master, along His royal road of
the holy cross, life becomes iv its seemingly
lowliest paths a Paradise despite its trials and
pains. Such a life is full of foretastes of heaven.
And then :?

'?

For him the silver ladder shall be

set.

Hi- Saviour shall receive hi- latest breath;

Government, and had to their rulers, both civil and religious.
legal weight whatever; that it may. however,
Secondly, Buddhism makes it its avowed aim
to
this
petition
be advisable to get a
effect from to reduce action and thought, of every kind, to
the parents of the children who were attending their lowest possible terms. It says: "To think
nine thoughts in an hour is well. To think eight
the Catholic schools.
we
see
Thus
that every step taken by the In- is better. To think nothing whatever is best of
dian Bureau was under the advice of the highest all." It proposes as the goal of destiny, extinclegal authority, and that it complied in the tion, or something very much like it. It leaches
minutest detail with the requirement or sugges- thai this final Nothingness, or Nirvana, can only
longer

recognized by the

no

man

?

CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

He vvalketh to a fadeless coronet.
(Jp through the gate- of death."

THE INDIAN TRUST FUNDS AGAIN.

Within a day or two wo received the statement
made by the Rev. Father Ketoham before the
Senate sub-committee of the Committee on Indian Affair-. This statement, the examination of
the Commissionerof Indian Affairs, who waspresent, ami the remark- of the members of the committee, throw much needed light on the unnecessary hub-bub raised by the Boston Herald and
(he other "noli-sectarians"of the country because
the Indian- in-i-1 on u-ing their own money to
support sel I- taught by their beloved " blackgown-.

The Commissioner testified thai he uses the
Indian trust fund- for the support of Government schools, and for the payment of employees
at the agencies, without the consent of the Indians; worse yet, that he use- the moncv id' tile
Catholic Indian- in this way even against their
wishes. It also appears that tln> annual cost for
each pupil in Government schools on the Rosebud Reservation was $199.06 ; that the annual
cost of each pupil attending Catholic schools in
this district was 1108. Thus the Indian trust fund
is increased each year by 191.05 for every child
attending a Catholic school. The Sioux Indians
alone are enriched in this way each year by the
gum of $41,132.20, being the difference in the
saving of eo-t between Catholic and Government
schools.
Put, it may be fairly asked, is the transaction
legal by which a portion of the income of these
Indian trust funds is used in this way? Mr.
Bonaparte of Baltimore, the legal adviserof the
Indian Bureau, a distinguished lawyer, a man of
the highest moral standing, replied in the affirmative. The Attorney-General of the United
States agreed with this opinion. It also appears
from this evidence that the Osage and Quapaw
Councils requested that their funds should be
thus used for Catholic schools. Two-thirds of

linee- made the same request. Having
consulted the Indian Itepartmeiit as to what expression of opinion vva- Deeded from the Northern Chevenncs and the Sioux, the Rev. Father
Ketehain was told that, strictly speaking, none
vva- needed, as these funds were to be u-ed at
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior
for the benefit of the Indian-; that the Government vva- already using these funds for the supthe Mcl
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port of Government schools without consulting nieiit, very little inclined to lawlessness of any
the Indians ; that the Sioux Council was no sort, friendly among themselves, and submissive

tion of the proper civil authorities. The (hairof the Senate sub-committee expressed the
views of the sub-committee, of the Senate itself
doubtless, and of the fair-minded sensible people
of the country, when, towards the close of the subcommittee's sitting, he declared: "There has
been no suggestion in any of the debates that
thi' Catholic work among the Indians ha- not
been a good work
the very best work. They
have facilities for doing better work than other
churches, becau-e they have devoted Cat holies
nothing; and no other church
"Who dreams of God when passionate youth is that work for
can
kind
furnish
the
of people that will spend
high.
Ere in life's dreary wastes hi- feet have trod; their lives among the heathen, just for the sake
Who seeth angels' footsteps in the sky.
of it, to the extent that the Catholics do."
Working the works of God ;
"?"
more

6

COOXLI.
As I have said before, it seems to me as if
Catholics were apt to be rather hard upon the
memory of Innocent the Third, that great Pope
whom our chief Protestant encyclopedia extols
so highly.
Or. Parry, an eminent Catholic
clergyman, and late professor at Rome, in his
free and brilliant work on"The Papal Monarchy," criticizes Innocent because, having laid
France under interdict until King Philip Augustus took back his lawful wife [hgeborg, he
paid no attention to John I.aekland's repudiation of Queen Hawisa, followed by his marriage
with Isabella of Angouleme. Surely Dr. Barry
might have noted, what I have had to learn from
a Protestant source, and have already mentioned
in the Review, thai Innocent himself sufficiently
explained the difference. "Queen Ingeborg,"
said he, appealed to me, and therefore I was
obliged to examine into her cause. Queen Hawisa
ha- not appealed, and it would be very irregular
and disturbing if the Holy See was accustomed
to interfere with the sentence of an episcopal
court where neither party protests."
Innocent appears to have been as well warranted in not taking up Hawisa'scase without her
request as Pius VI I. in not taking up Josephine's
unasked. As the Protestant historian well subjoin-, life would have been -imply intolerable, if
suitors in the ecclesiastical courts could never
have had confidence that the proceedings would
not be suddenly overturned by unsolicited interventions of Rome. This is not the Roman conception of plenary authority.
To return now to the Republican correspondent's remark, that the assumption of the primacy by Rome has not even secured good morals.
True, it has not. There was a great deal of wickedness in the present Christendom (of course
it wa-then not Christendom, bul Heathendom)
before the Roman Church existed, and there
has been a great deal ever Since.
It can not be said that it i- absolutely impossible for a religion to secure a general prevalence
of good moral-, or at least a great abatement of
open wickedness. Buddhism, it is said, especially in Farther India, where it prevails alone,
has immensely diminished crime, more completely than any religion elsewhere.
Does not this imply that Buddhism i- superior
to ( hri-tianit v ? It does not.
In the first place, the Farther Indian races are
of an exceedingly placable and docile tempera-

"

be reached by Overcoming the desire of existence,
and therefore by extinguishing all the passions,
every appetency lor sensuous or terrcst rial enjoyment.

True, the people at large do not expect to attain Nirvana until after very many transmigrations. Yet their thoughts are steadily bent in
this direction, and they live all their lives under
the asphyxiating influence of < tautama's doctrine.
Besides, most of the men in Burma and Siam
spend a few years in monasteries as Buddhist
monks, whose vows are not. irrevocable. It is
no wonder then that as action in general is discouraged by this religion, so criminal action
should be discouraged by it. Buddhism is, on
the whole, a narcotic influence, depressing the
inclination alike to good and to evil.
On the other hand. Christianity has laid hold
of the ruling races of mankind, the supremely
energetic races. These races it has stimulated
into still greater activity. Instead of proposing
extinction or semi-extinction as its goal, itproposes life eternal. "I am come that they might
have life, and that they might have it more

abundantly."
The gospel does not proscribe or discourage
the appetency for any present good, either bodily
or spiritual.
It only exhorts to forego these so
far as they stand in the way of higher and eternal
goo,I.

Tf only exhorts,

as

Dante says :" Look

away from the goods that few can share, to the
goods that all can share."
Eastern Christianity, naturally, has part in the
Oriental disposition to prefer thought to action,
and too often this contcmplativeness approaches
Buddhist torpidity. Therefore a Jesuit in Egypt
expresses bis satisfaction with Protestant efforts
there, because, he remarks, the Protestants, behave helped to break up the
Stagnation of the Coptic Church. We know, too,
how much superior the Crock Catholics are, in
character and energy, to tin- Greeks proper. It
is in the West that the Gospel has had its chief
history, and it is from the West, principally, that
its influences are going out over the world.
If Count Montalembert says that Eastern
monastieism has had no history, this is still more
completely true of Buddhist monastieism. except,
iii some degree, among the active people of
Japan, where at one time it considerably promoted culture.
On the other hand, in Christendom of the
West, even the contemplative orders, Benedictinism, and its great Cistercian reformation, were
so thoroughly imbued with the essential activity
of the Gospel, received into the veins of an activ e
race, that they were the great transforming
agency, not only spiritually, but also for education and civilization. lint for them there is no
saying how many ages the Northern nations,
even though Christianized, might have remained
semi-savage. And of all these great ami elevating
effects the heart was Italy, and in Italy Rome.
As is remarked by various Protestant historians,
for instance Milman and llauek, and Green, although the Irish monks converted more largely
than even the Benedictines and the Cistercians,
and were indeed the chief e\ angeli/.crs of England and Scotland, and through them of Scandinavia, and even of Finland, yet there was danger that their work might go into ruin until
Ileum applied to it her steady hand and her maring Westerners,
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velous capacity of organization. Medieval civilization might indeed be defined as an edifice of
Irish foundations and Italian superstructure.
The work which Columba and Columban began,
the English Boniface and the Grecian Theodore
completed, under the immediate direction of the
Apostolic See.
If, therefore, itwas well that Europe should not
only be Christianized, but that she should have a
settled and civilized Christian order, bringing
forth, amidst the rudeness of inconceivably rude

Sunday.

Sunday, Feb. 19.

Septuagesima Sunday. Epistle, I Corinthians

ix. -21?x. 5; gospel, St. -Matthew x.x. 1-17. Says
St. Paul in today's epistle: "Everyone that
striveth for the mastery, refraineth himself from
all things: and they indeed that theymay receive
a corruptible crown; but we an incorruptible
one. I therefore so run, not as at an uncertainty:
I so tight, not as one beating the air: but I chastise my body, and bring it into subjection." The
lesson here taught is the complete subjection of
all the bodily senses, ?the sight, hearing, touch,
smell, taste,?as well as the thoughts of the heart,
to the higher law, the will and pleasure of Almighty God. These words have their special
application to the sixth commandment, which, it
may not be out of place to note, is reckoned in
the Protestant version as the seventh. It relates
to that most lovable and attractive virtue of holy
purity, which, in itself, deserves the psalmist's
divine expression, " the beauty of holiness." As
the catechism tells us, it bids us to be " pure in
thought, and modest in all our looks, words and
actions." A wise and discerning French bishop
has said, in a course of profound spiritual instruction, as a guide of souls : "There is hardly
any virtue on which the conscience of a Christian is more habitually or may be more easily enlightened.
Instinct even, in this matter, is a
sufficient light. I venture to add that in Christian morality, and in the science of perfection,
there is no subject on which the Divine love in-

??

sinks his separate personality info the Divine
personality of the Redeemer shall, in reward, be
exalted to a share in the Redeemer's dominion.
"He that overcometh shall -it down with Me in
My throne, as I have overcome and sat down
with My Father in His throne."
Yet this consummate exaltation can only be
attained through such an abdication of selfish
ends as to the natural and sinful man appears to
involve the very agonies of self-extinction.
??Shall I have a Lord over me." he says, "even
though it be the Almighty God ?" Therefore
within the Christian range, in innumerable instances, there is developed a proud rebelliousness against God such as i- hardly found, hardly
possible, in heathenism. The Gospel refuses to
be a mere means of promoting a comfortable
external morality. It insists on something deeper,
Suppose ye that I
either for evil or for good.
"
came to send peace on earth ? I tell you. Nay ;

souls more naturally, more efficaciously,
and more chastely." The key to this statement
lies in the thought of the Divine love for us: and
for this efficacious grace we must always seek.
What Christian soul, realizing that God so loves
it as to dwell within it, can help loving the virtue
of holy purity which is the very reflection of the
brightness of His face ? ?' Blessed are the clean
of heart," says the sixth beatitude, '\u25a0' for they shall
see God."
As, by some most delicately refined
instinct of our nature, we admire with a special
reverent delight the pure new-fallen snow, the
spotless lily, the silver moon on a frosty night,
so. by a higher instinct, we love witli peculiar
reverence all that is pure in literature, art, conversation, conduct. It is a well known fact that
there are persons in whose presence nobody says
a word that borders on what is coarse or evil.
Why? Because, by (bid's grace, such persondwell close to the holy hearl of JesusChrist and
to the immaculate heart of Mary;?because they
really love, prize, seek after holy purity, beyond
any joy this world could offer; ?because that
subtle though false temptation, every one is
doing it," fails to induce them to read dangerous
books, hear evil plays, go with bad companions,
or do anything that might taint the soul-whiteness that is so singularly dear to God. To them
such self-denial hardly appears worthy of the
name, and they are "content to be counted fools
for Christ." But even if it were keen selfdenial, what does St. Paul teach us in today's
epistle?
Every one that striveth for the mastery, refraineth himself from all things and they
indeed that they may receive a corruptible crown :
but we an incorruptible one." The crown, the
prize offered us, is the vision of God's face, is
Cod Himself. For such a prise who would stop
to count the, cost? And, to those who seek that
prize, the divine veiled Loveliness is sometimes
unveiled partially, even here on earth.
structs

.

but rather division."
Indeed, as in Christendom, to cite the PositiVlSt Morrison, Saintliness. in its full sense, first
becomes possible, so within Christendom Diabolism, in its full sense, first becomes possible.
Moreover in the future it is probable that these
antagonisms will go on growing ever more pronounced. In the past we have had abundance
of ungodliness and immorality. In the future we
are likely to have more and more anti-godliness
and anti-morality, or rather a well developed
and faithfully observed morality on definitely
antiohristian lines. The evil practices which
pagans followed, but did not defend, suppression
of the weak, ante-natal murder, exposure of
weakly children, promiscuous concubinage, contempt of permanent marriage, are more and
more now being developed into doctrines, which
claim recognition from the State, and compulsory
enforcement upon all. Satan, instead of being
denied, is in many places beginning to be acknowledged, and acknowledged as he is, but held up
as the supreme object of worship, in his last desperate endeavor to overthrow the- Galilean."
There is, then, within Christian limits, a va-i
and increasing amount, not of mere wickedness,
but of proper diabolism. If it i- charged that
this is peculiarly malignant within Catholic border-, Catholics are hardly likely to deny it. They Wednesday, Feb. 22.
So it should be. The
are more likely to say:
lies
here."
Thursday, Feb. 23.
brunt oi the battle
St. Peter Daniiaii, Bishop, Confessor, Doctor.
However, did Luther's revolt improve moralFriday, Feb. 24.
St. Matthias, Apostle.
CiiAKi.E- C. Stabbuck.
Saturday, Feb. 25..
Andover, V
Votive Office of the Immaculate Conception.

"

"

??

Religous Maxims.

Churc alendar.
C

times, innumerable fruits of saintliness, of virtue
and of good living, I submit that it was very far
indeed from presumptuous for Rome, in her great
Pontiffs, to stand at the helm. Matters were
often very bad (though how much worse, after
all, than now, under our more varnished ways?)
but they would have been incomparably worse
but for this high superintendence.
As Joseph Cook has well said, in speaking of
these matters, the brighter the light, the deeper
the shadow. Wickedness within Christian limits
is intenser than beyond them, for it is a distincter
resistance to a higher ideal. The Gospel, moreover, requires of every man a self-surrender of
bis personal aims, to become vehicles of the aims
of (bid in Christ. Tt promises him for this, that
he that losetli his life -hall find it," that he who

??
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:

In heaven we are far from sill, so far. thai
temptation, or even the idea of evil, can not enter
there! Why? Because there we love perfectly
that (bid Whom we see intuitively. Love produces this innocence, this sanctity, this security.
No wonder saints have died of love;
No wonder hearts can break.
Pure hearts that once have learned to love
God for His own dear sake.
?

Fathbb Fabkb.

Monday.

When the soul has taken its flight towards (bid
(and it is love that makes it take that upward
flight), marvelously free, and superior to all the
torment-of the flesh, it extends its magnificent
wings, and. strong with its chaste love, it darts
forward to God, Who calls it, to lose'itselC in
His embrace. ?\u25a0 St. Augustixk.
Make Thou my spirit pure and clear
As are the frosty skies.
Or this first snowdrop of the year
That in my bosom lies.
TsHNTSOH.
?

Tuesday.

Baptism is the supernatural possession which
God takes of His creatures. Besides this.
God possesses US as our Creator and our Redeemer. St. Paul, having said.
You are no
longer your own, for you are bought with a great
price," draw.-from this fact thegraveconclusion;
"Glorify and bear God in your body."

"

?

Bishop Gay.

Burn, burn, O Love! within my heart.
Burn fiercely night and day,
Till all the dross of earthly love
Ts burned and burned away.

Wednesday.

From our Baptism, from the Eucharist, from
all flu- mystery of grace, what results? We do
no! "only become the property of Jesus, the images of Jesus: we become also His members, and
we constitute His very body.
St. Paul tells US
this expressly
You are the body of Christ" ( I
(or. xii. 27) ; and elsewhere,
Do you not know
that your bodies are the members of Christ ?"
Farewell, vain joys of earth !
Farewell, all love that is not His!
Dear God be Thou my only mirth.
Thy Majesty my single timid bliss.

:

??

"

!

Thursday.

The truth is. that we shall never know in this
a degree this union i- real, strict.
profound, and living, which binds us to Jesus,
and make- us members of His body. We belong
to Him, He belongs to us: we are in Him. He iin us; it is what we read in many pages of Holj
Scripture.
<> Light in darkness, Joy in grief.
(> heaven begun on earth I
Jesus, my Love, my Treasure! who
Can tell what Thou art worth ?
world in what

Take care of your soul, close it- eyes, close its
ears. The enemy asks of you your attention only
for a moment : he will pretend to have only one
word to say to you : but know that this one word
I.
maybe in you like a spark in a pile of w
perhaps in a magazine of powder. Be then intractable, refuse every compliance, and refuse it

immediately.
Workman of (bid! oh, lose not heart,
But learn what God is like
And on the darkest battlefield
Thou shalt know where to strike.

:

Saturday.

Now the charily which, by the Hoi\ Spirit, iearth shed abroad in our hearts." iideiitically the same a- that in heaven, it dif
fers only m degree and e\ en as to degree.it
the soul gives it-elf totally to the Holy Spirit.
.to what degree of love can He not raise it. even
in this world?? Bishop G\y.
even on

??

:
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New ooks.
"California and Its Missions."
Careful attention should be given to the aims
which Mr. Bryan J. Clinch has had in view in
the composition of his present work on "California and Its Missions." He says in his preface:?
" The object I have proposed is to tell both
the secular and religious history of my adopted
State during the whole period of the missions.
The story of Lower California and its Jesuit Reductions is so closely connected with the missions
of Upper California that it seemed necessary to
include it in the scope of this work.
I
have incorporated several studies which seem to
me to have a direct bearing on Californian history, though relating to other lands. That on
the development of the mission system of Spanish America in the sixteenth century is one of
these, and the expulsion of the Jesuits from the
Spanish dominions another. They have been
introduced chiefly on account of the singular ignorance of most modern American writers on
California of their nature.
" The connection between the mission work of
Las Casas and Montesino in the sixteenth century and the principles of policy of the Spanish
Government in the California missions have not,
as far as I am aware, been brought into notice in
anyrecenthistory. The semi-military colonization
devised by Charles theThird for Upper California deservesmore attention than is usually given
it. The growth of the European population in
peace among savage neighbors and its somewhat
elementary social and legal organization are
deeply interesting to the student of ethical development and the formation of institutions.
The destruction of the missions by the later Mexican Governors is a point of much legal, as well
as moral, interest. It has hardly ever been satisfactorily treated, either by friends or foes of
the missions.
What the real facts were
to
set
forth as clearly as my
I have endeavored
would
and
at least with imparallow,
abilities
tiality to both sides.
"Among the subjects treated are some which
have hitherto been little touched by modern
writers on California, though of much importance
for comprehension of phases of its history. Among
them are the policy of the Spanish rulers towards
conversion and civil organization, respectively,
among the natives of America, and the evolution
of the mission system from joint efforts of the
old friars and old principles of government.
Others are the history of the Pious Fund, the
nature of Missionary Colleges, the influence of
French philosophers on the changes introduced
in missions by dc Croix, and the meaning of secularization under the laws of Spain."

...

. . .

Clear Knowledge of Facts.

Mr. Clinoh oonoludes his preface by remarking that if he " has made any of these points
more clearly understood, he hopes he will not
have toiled in vain on the story of California and
its missions." We take pleasure in recording
here our conviction that he has indeed succeeded
in his aims to a very marked degree, and we
heartily recommend this work to our readers'
careful perusal.
\u25a0
The knowledge of such facts as he has here set
forth ought to be universally spread among the
American people of today ; they should be fully
as much a part of school history as the landing
of the Pilgrims at Plymouth or the settling of
New York by the Dutch; no amount of foolish
fiction should be able to dull our earnest desire
to recognize and honor truth in its actual form.
Mr. Clinoh's work is divided into two volumes.
The first, of 221 pages, gives an account of the
heroic, self-forgetful Christian devotion of the
Jesuit missionaries, who labored in Lower California from the year 1696 to 1767. The quiet

8
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narrative flows on from Mr. Clinch's pen, with
no fulsome attempt at declamation or at the glorifying of these good men ; but a steady sense of
their sterling worth and their successful labor
grows upon us all the while as he proceeds. An
apparently barren soil, as to native hearts and
native fields alike, was patiently cultivated by
these well-trained, learned Jesuits, in an unconquerable purpose to win all for Jesus Christ.
Their work was tireless and prodigious in behalf
of good and bad, of friend and foe.

of his officers who complained of the soldiers' cattle injuring their gardens. Borica ordered them to fence their own lots 'as it was not
right that the many should be inconvenienced
for the benefit of the few.' " Again, in the "only
serious act" of Indian hostility in the Spanish
history of California proper, Ursulino, a carpenter, died of his injuries.
God forgive you, In"
dian that hath slain me!" he said ; and he died,
" leaving his back pay, which was considerable,
by will, to the Indians of San Diego missions."

A Jesuit Pioneer

Vancouver's Testimony.

To the indefatigable zeal of Father Kuehn or
Kino, as the name is differently spelled in Spanish and German, Mr. Clinch mainly attributes
the ultimate success of the settlement of California at all. It effected the task where Cortez and
two Spanish kings had failed. The Jesuit pioneer
was indeed a man of no common mould." Skilled
in mathematics, of which he had been professor
in a European university, Father Kino was better fitted than any one else available in Mexico to
accompany an expedition sent to Lower California by order of the Spanish Government, and
needing a competent surveyor and map-maker to
make charts of the Gulf. He had entered the
Jesuit order, when young, in the German province, and a successful and prominent career in
Europe lay before him to human foresight; but,
during a serious illness, he vowed to give his
life to the propagation of the faith among the

"

savages.
His superiors granted him leave to be transferred to the Mexican province of the order
when he was about forty years old, and Mr.
Clinch writes: " He found his first experience of
savage life in its reality in the Californian peninsular. Repulsive as were the traits of the naked
Californians, the only effect they produced on the
cultivated ex-professor was a passion to devote
himself to their regeneration to the ranks of
Christians and civilized men." Yet he was
quickly sent by his superiors to another field, to
Sonora and Arizona, where, "in after days, men
told how he, who had only admitted thirteen
Californians to baptism during fifteen months of
patient teaching, had enrolled no less than fortyeight thousand Indians as Christians. The influence of Kino grew supreme over the fiercest
warriors. Even the dreaded Apaches asked his
teaching and promised to receive him in their
rancherias. Still all through this life of endless
toil he found time to urge on his brethren to the
duty of raising the stolid Californians to Christian life. The higher intelligence of the Indians
of Sonora, among whom his lot was cast, and
even his wonderful success in winning them to
Catholic belief, could not blot out the recollection of the naked Cochimis and Monquis in their
The renewal of the
barren native land.
mission there was directly due to his influence."

. . .

Spanish Policy.

What they did, these missionaries, for the temporal and spiritual welfare of their converts, Mr.
Clinch's pages tell, as also the extraordinary
story of their sudden expulsion by sealed orders
from the Spanish king, their perfect obedience,
their departure, and the Franciscans' coming in
their stead. Then follows the larger second
volume, 530 pages, of the magnificent work in
Upper California, that great State we know today ; another marvelous record of painstaking,
patient, selfless labor, this time of Franciscan
friars, for savage races. Very wonderful it is
to note, again and again, the humane policy of
the Spanish to a dependent people. " Grinding
the faces of the poor seems to have been looked
on as un-christian and ungentlemanly by all
classes of the Spanish people in America. The
feeling was illustrated in the correspondence between Borioa, when Governor of Monterey, and

two

The British explorer, Vancouver, visiting

California in 1792, afterward "paid a curious
tribute to the employment of moral force instead of violence, by the Spanish authorities,
and to their indifference to profit from the taxation of their Indian subjects. 'The Spanish
monarchy keeps this extent of country under
the authority of a force so small that, had we
not seen it ourselves, we would hardly have believed it possible for so small a body of men to
keep the natives of the country under rule without resorting to harsh or unjustifiable methods.
It is a mystery in State policy why such a territory should have been thus subjugated, and,

after all the expense of labor of its colonization,
turned to no account whatever' for its government. It was, indeed, a mystery to an AngloSaxon official why the interests of savages
should be promoted by a government at its own
cost. Nothing of the kind had ever been
charged to the government of his own land.
His criticism of the Spanish Government, for
drawing no revenue, is thoroughly Anglo-Saxon.
It is hardly consistent, however, with the
charges of official rapacity so freely made
against the Spanish administration in its colonies, even by writers of the standing of Lecky or
Parkman. Missions were exempted from taxation by the general colonial laws of Spain, and
there was little else to draw revenue from in
California. Taxes, indeed, were levied on the
settlers by the government, but their amount
was merely nominal."

...

The Franciscans.
"The long investigation of missionary methods
in California made by Branciforte and his successor establishes, with moral certainty," says
Mr. Clinch, " that force was not used to bring
the natives there to Christianity. It is further a
historical fact that at least a hundred thousand
did both accept Christian belief and take up a
settled life during the first half oentury of
national existence of the United States, and that
as long as the friars continued to direct their
converts the latter lived in a condition of civilization and prosperity. No such task was accomplished in any other part of the present United
States, though from the first foundation of the
New England Colonies, it was proposed by the
Anglo-Saxon authorities and attempted in vain
by men like Eliot, Brainard, Mayhew and the
The moral inMoravian missionaries.
the
friars
were
fluence which
able to gain over
the natives, both in their savage state and in the
missions, can not be traced to material wealth at
their disposal, or even to extraordinary mental
abilities among themselves. It came from the
intelligent devotion of the missionaries to their
work, at the cost of exile and constant privations,
the work being continued under these conditions
during three generations, without interruption,
by successive arrivals of men imbued with the
same spirit as Serra and Jayme. The continued
maintenance of a very high standard of human
excellence among the missionaries of California
is a historic fact, not denied by any acquainted
with their history. Galvez, Fages, La Perouse,
Vancouver, Langsdorf and Robinson all attest
it personally. Its cause may be traced in the
institute to which the missionaries belonged."

. . .
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How Stories Grow.

A curious episode in these Franciscan annals
of mission work in California throws some light
upon the ill-savored stories that occasionally
crop out in print contrary to the high commendation that so many witnesses have bestowed. A
certain Father Horra, having been assigned to
San Miguel in the bare Salina district, found the
loneliness too great a strain and began to display such eccentricity and mental aberration that
his superior asked his removal and he was sent
back to Mexico. There he made complaints of
cruelty, neglect, persecution on the part of his
brethren whom he had left behind, and the
Viceroy decided to have these complaints investigated. FatherLasuen, the superior in California,
submitted to the Mexican authorities a report of
his eighteen missions, which, though written in
his eightieth year, is called by Bancroft the
"
most complete and eloquent defense and statement of the mission system, in many of its phases,
now extant." On the other hand, certain army
officers made some charges against the friars,
though the governor, at that time Borica by name,
had personally nothing to say against either them
or their methods. The Mexican Attorney-General,
on reading Borica's report, gave a reason for unfriendly feeling on the part of some of these
subordinate officers, in this very intelligible fashion : " There was a natural conflict of interests
between the priests and post officers in California,
as the latter had to purchase supplies from the
former, and were liable to consider careful management of the missions and strict accounting as
meanness or spite on the part of the administrators. The soldiers, too, were liable to quarrel
with the natives and gave punishments which
the friars often thought needlessly severe."

"

Bancroft's Judgment.
The result of the whole affair was as follows :
The charges made by Horra seem to have been

lightly regarded by the Mexican authorities,
though they had imposed so much work on Father
Lasuen and his colleagues. It was not until two
years after the former had been laid to rest in
Carmel, and five after the death of Borica, that
the Mexican Council gave judgment on the case.
It cleared in the fullest" way the missionaries of
California from the various charges of tyranny,
cruelty and neglect of the laws. The post commanders were ordered to live in harmony with
the friars, and the Viceroy pronounced Horra's
allegations 'the offspring of a deranged mind that
no way tarnished the reputation of the missioners
in California.'
Bancroft, several years
later, examined all the documents connected with
the case and summed up the result of his search:
' Lasuen claimed thathe and his friars were working honestly for the conversion of the natives in
accordance with the rule of their order and the
regulations of Spanish law, by which they stood
to the aborigines in the place of parents. He
admits that, being only men, they differed from
one another in judgment and patience, and that,
consequently, errors were sometimes committed;
but he affirms most earnestly that the natives
were shown every kindness consistent with the
restraint implied by the missionary and parental
relation. The venerable friar's words and manner impress the reader most forcibly, and a close
study of the subject has convinced me that he
was right.'"

. . .

Let Us Demand Proofs.

Is it difficult to suppose that thetales of wrong
that sometimes appear in books and papers about
the old mission days take their rise from some of
those very allegations that the Mexican Viceroy
pronounced to be " the offspring of a deranged
mind " V
The testimony rendered to the mission Indians
in later years singularly bears out the evidence of
the salutary action upon them of the Francisoan
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" A living writer, Mr. Lummis, who has
been employed as commissioner to select a home
for the evicted Indians
visited nearly
all the settlements of the descendants of themission Indians in the course of his work. Of the
gatherings of the community at Mesa Grande he
stated : ' I have never seen a more respectable
gathering or a better-mannered one. I never
saw an American court so good tempered. The
whole thing was a wonderful reminder of the old
New England town meeting, as I well remember
it. The good faith, the sincerity, the personal
responsibility of these handicapped people are
like the best traditions of New England, and the
absolute gentleness and good spirit were like
nothing I ever saw in New England.'" As to
the small body of them who " after the American
conquest were quickly driven from the fertile
parts of their territory and who tried to keep
"
up some sort of a village community at what is
now sadly known as Warner's Ranch, we find
Mr. Clinch saying : " Colonel Emory visited the
place and was told a peculiar tale by the natives
thus grudged a small corner of the land that had
been always theirs. They said they had been
happy and comfortable under the charge of the
mission, but since the good priests have been
removed they had been always ill treated." Mr.
Clinch's books sell for $5.00.
Remit to the
Rev. Robert Kenna, S. J., Santa Clara College,
friars.

. . .

Cal.

FACT AND FICTION ABOUT THE

FRIARS.

The San Francisco Monitor of Jan. 28 contains an article on the unlawful use of romance,
in which the writer says:?
newspapers and magazines teem
" Periodically
depraved
priests and members
tales
about
with
are
religious
They
of
orders.
often so cleverly
written and so plausibly related, names of persons and places being added, that unsophisticated readers are led to believe the stories true.
As a rule, however, these recitals are pure fabrications which more probably picture the mind
of their unscrupulous authors. For what purpose such vile stories are given currency the
reader may gather from two incidents which
occurred but recently. A short time ago my attention was called to some verses which appeared in a number of the Sunset Magazine,
owned by the Southern Pacific Railroad.
The
tale, shocking to the Catholic mind, is told so
plausibly that the Sunset readers will naturally
conclude it must be based upon facts, at least in
its essential parts; that, therefore, priests must
be an unworthy class of men ; and that the poor
Indians of old, in particular, deserved pity for
having been subjected to the influence of such
vile creatures. Such, indeed, is the assertion of
some closet historians and superficial travelers.
Now, the undersigned has the record of
every one of the missionaries stationed at San
Luis Rey from its foundation to its abandonMoreover, he has visited the
ment in 1846.
three
times.
To not one of the Fathers
Mission
anything
like
that
which the verses dedoes
All
the
missionaries
of this grandapply.
scribe
est of California Missions were men of stainless
moral character. The author in the Sunset Maga~
zinc is the first, as far as known, to make an attempt at blackening their memory. It would be
a shame to let the stigma rest upon any one of
those self-sacrificing priests who in life enjoyed
no worldly recognition. Accordingly, I have
asked the author, who, sad to say, is a woman,
to bring proofs. To my amazement (not that I
expected any evidence, but that the confession
should be so heartlessly cold and frank) I received this reply :?
You ask for the source or authority of the
"'
I can not tell
story embodied in
altogether
you that. Possibly, and
likely, it

...
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had origin in some incident connected with
the early mission people. It might have happened ;it may have happened; and then again it
might not have happened at all.
There
are several legends connected with the Missions, and, you know, the world dearly loves
romance.
.'"
other incident of a similar nature, even
The
"
worse, is a story (of the Missions') which filled
two long columns and a half in the California
Democrat, a German daily paper of San Francisco, on last New Year's Day, by ' Rufus.' Needless to say, the recital of this fellow ' Rufus' is a
lie out of whole cloth. Yet he might possibly
have some unknown information, so I requested
the author to forward further particulars. His
reply, given in German, is characteristic of the
enemies of the church.
" ' I am sorry I can not give you the desired
information. The story in question has lain in
my scrapbook for at least twenty-five or thirty
years, and I scarcely know any more who at the
time has given me the information upon which
it is based. It is more or less fiction, and makes
no olaim to historical truth in its several parts.' "
The writer of this article on the unlawful use
of romance adds :?
"The readers may draw their own conclusions as to the mental and moral standard of
those that invent and of those that publish similar tales about depravity in the Church.
Usually writers are more careful not to get
caught; they will lay the scene of their story in
some far-off country, hard to reach. In the two
cases brought to light here the authors probably
imagined the old missionaries of California had no
friends anyway,
and that anythingvile oould
safely be retailed against the founders of California's Missions without fear of contradiction.
For once they were mistaken. They stand convicted by their own confessions. Let Catholics
in each case demand the proofs, when they will
learn that what is given out as having occurred
at such and such a Mission or church proves to
be mere fabrication."

. . .

. .

...

TribPFuotWesman riters.
TRAPPISTS IN SOUTH AFRICA.
A tribute to the work of the Trappists in
South Africa was given in an article which appeared in the London Post, recently,from the pen
of M r. Archibald R.Colquhoun,aProtestant gentleman. Referring to the revolt against white con-

trol and the difficulties which

most

missionaries

encountered, he said :?
"There arefew missions which actually accomplish the difficult task of inculcating a genuine respect for labor, as do the Trappist communities,
where the monks and Sisters labor side by side
with their native pupils; but the conditions under
which the Trappists work are peculiar, and can
not be reproduced by any non-cloistered society.
The Trappist Brothers and Sisters are sturdy
people, mostly Germans of the peasant and artisan class, all avowed to life-long devotion and
labor. They are the only white people in South
Africa who actually labor at the lowest and hardest tasks, but in doing this they do not in any degree forfeit their caste or prestige as Europeans,
since their religious organization, the habit of
their order, and the strict discipline which
hedges them round, put them entirely outside the
ordinary social fabric. The native can never
lose sight of their exaltation above him, even
while he sees them illustrate in their own persons that dignity of labor which most white men
preach from the overseer's armchair. The success of the Trappists, whose headquarters are
near Durban, and whose work is chiefly done in
Natal, the Transvaal, and Mashonaland, is allowed by the members of other denominations to
be remarkable, but it is difficult of emulation."

KB.&
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"Little Defendersof theHoly Name"
among my friends, if I can get them
interested.
Hoping to see this long letter in
print, 1 remain,
Your loving nephew,
Francis Leo Sullivan.
Yes, indeed, Uncle Jack will be
delighted to have a description of
the city of Nashua, and he hopes
that Francis will soon be able to
form a Chapter of Little Defenders
there.

the new member's name signed to
the Promise, carefully written out
in full as at the head of column one
on this page.
To Uncle Jack's
mind, the entire letter gives an impression of courtesy, accuracy, neatness and quiet, that are very credit-
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A $1. PACKAGE
rfgm FREE A»
-M s

If you have

PILES.

able to the writer.
Send your name today and
>
But where's that Chapter, " Our
get by return mail my new
<
>
Lady of Lourdes," founded in Beach3-fold Treatment which is
curing Thousands.
mont by Thomas L. Gannon, with
six other members, to whom memTo every person answering this'advertisenient at onco I will send? Free to
cards
and
a
were
bership
manual
£
5
try my complete new three-fold
sent April 1,1903, nearly two years absorption cure for Plies. Ulcer, FisRoxbury, Mass.,
Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation
ago ? Uncle Jack hopes that wasn't sure,
and all rectal troubles. If you are fully
Jan. 29, 190f>.
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
an April fool!
Oh, no, he knows satisfied with the benefit received, send
THE BOYS AND GIRLS Dear Uncle Jack:?\u25a0
one dollar. If not, send nothing; you
was not. But why don't the boys me
it
decide after a thorough trial. lam curing
The name of the new Defender is
write again ?
even cases of 30 and 40 years standingjas
Defender's Promise.
Harold MacDonald.
His older
well as all the earlier stages. Actnowand
one
Little
I wish to become
of the
saveyourselfperhaps untold suffering.My
brother, Wendell, has been a memBrighton, Mass.,
three-fold treatment cures to stay cured,
Defenders of the Holy Name.
ber more than a year. It is very
Feb. «, 1905.
because it is constitutional as well as loHoly
not
take
the
promise
I
to
cal, and 1 want you to try it at my exconsoling to learn that a boy recol- Dear Uncle Jack:
pense. One dollar is little to pay if cured.
Name in vain by cursing or swear- lects his responsibility as a
on
a
copied
had
the
Promise
We
Defender.
My valuable new Pile Book (in colors)
ing or using bad words.
A young member was walking with large sheet of paper, and every one comes free with the approval treatment,
in plain package. Send no money?
I promise to use my influence to his mother when he heard some one signed it. The paper was too large all
only your name?to Dr. Van Vleck Co.,
persuade others to join with me in swear. He looked up and said to to get an envelope big enough to 8 X 18 Majestic Building, .lackson, Mich.
defending the Holy Name from in- her, I know what I must say, put it in, so I am copying the names Write to-day.
"
sult.
mamma, 'God's Name be Praised.'" on this paper. There are not so
to
myself
say
(not
I promise to
Your kind letter had such pleas- many at present as I thought there bury, is composed of boys only ; the
I
hear
one
any
Westboro and Charlottetown Chapaloud) whenever
ant news
seventy-two new De- would be. Do you think it wise to
be
Praised."
ters
are of girls only. Four East
swear, " God's Name
fenders, all from the health-giving have girls join our Chapter?
Chapter of the Immaculate Con- State of Colorado! They will be inWe have quite a large room for Cambridge Chapters, founded last
are divided among boys and
ception, Beachmont.
deed a brave number, all working our meetings, with a desk, stove, year,
girls
separately,
as a matter of conKatherine Griffin.
settees, and a number of pictures.
for love of the dear Holy Name.
\u25a0
Do you think it right to play check- venience, because the number of
With grateful thanks,
We have had,
St. Columbkille's Chapter,
ers or dominoes in this society ? members is so large.
Very sincerely yours,
hand,
Chapters
of boys
Brighton, Mass.
Some of the members want to play, on the other
S. G. II.
and
in
Kern
City,
California,
girls
Francis Hannigan, Francis Shea,
and I thought I would consult you.
Beachmont, Mass.,
William Murphy, John Clarke,
Please send membership cards as in Haverhill, Watertown and CamFeb. 9, 1905.
bridge, Mass. The general choice
Vincent Clarke,
Albert Murphy,
soon as possible.
seems to be, however, for separate
Dear Uncle Jack:
Edward Ahearn, Tom Baggett,
What do you think would be
The last meeting of our Chapter good to do with the dues ? The Chapters. Since the treasurer of
Herbert Driscoll, Tom Mclnerny.
was held in our Sunday-school room treasurer,
John Clarke, is a friend St. Columbkille's Chapter has the
Nashua, N. H.,
Feb. 5. The Promise was recited,
of Gertrude Meighan, of the West- advantage of a connection with the
Jan. 29, 1905.
and the officers for the new year boro Chapter, and he is interested finely organized and steadily workDear Uncle Jack:
were elected. They are as follows :
ing Westboro Chapter, he might
in other societies besides myself.
As this will be my first attempt Florence Larkin, president; Helen
get some advice there.
From your loving nephew,
in writing to you, I hope you will Brodbine, treasurer ; and Ellen GanOf course you can play checkers
Fkancis Hannhjan.
be pleased. My papa has taken the non, secretary.
dominoes at your meetings if
and
P. S. Write soon. We have deReview for a number of years, and
A new member, Catherine Griffin,
you
like; and St. Columbkille's
cided to call our Chapter " St.
I enjoy reading the " Children's was admitted.
Please find the
Chapter seem to have a very nice
Columbkille's Little Defenders of
Promise enclosed, and send me one
Page " very much.
room for that sort of thing, and for
the Holy Name." We all desire to
School,
I go to the Sacred Heart
membership card.
declamations and speeches. LTncle
a badge. How much would
Hoping to see my letter in print, I have
and I am in the Fifth grade. My
Jack would advise always beginning
one dozen cost ?
studies are Catechism, arithmetic, remain,
the meeting with a recitation of the
Your niece,
history,geography,drawing,spelling,
To the writer of this manly little Promise by all the members standEllen Gannon,
language and writing. My teacher's
letter Uncle Jack did " write soon," ing, so as to keep your special aim
Secretary.
name is Sister M. Fabian.
but he is also going to answer its in mind.
Uncle Jack wishes to express his questions in print, one by one, so
I received my First Communion
Your membership dues might be
on the feast of the Sacred Heart, in pleasure in receiving the above that you may all receive informa- given for flowers for the altar, or to
June; and was oonfirmed on the carefully written and exemplary tion about them.
afford a bit of pleasure to some sick
feast of St. Justina, the 26th of Sep- letter. This Chapter was founded
or to help a needy person of
friend,
First, as to badges, the strict rule
tember, by our new bishop, the in Beachmont by Ellen Gannon, now is that nobody can obtain a whom your good pastor could tell
Right Rev. John B. Delaney.
who was also its first president, and badge unless he or she pays two dol- you, or he may like you to aid our
now
to
be
an
is
now its secretary. Its date of lars, in advance, for a subscription hard-working missionaries. Take a
preparing
am
altar
I
boy. I belong to the Immaculate admission on Uncle Jack's record- to the Sacred Heart Review'.
vote on the matter.
Uncle Jack
Conception parish. Our pastor is book is Dec. 29, 1903. There were
Secondly, as to girls joining this will be pleased to have some one
the Rev. Edmund Buckle.
then seven members. Five more Chapter, that is a matter of choice. write to the Kkvikw and tell him of
were added on April 16, 1904; In our "Banner Chapters," as we call your decision. And, by the way,
nice
inbooks,
many
I have read
three
more on Jan. 10, 1905; and them, ?the Holy Child Chapter, Rox- who was St. Columbkille ?
such
as
cluding Father Finn's books
now
we
have another on Feb. 9,
Winn,"
Percy
"Tom Playfair," "
1905.
Mary
Hazelton
and others; also
This quiet, steady Chapter interWade's books, namely, the " Cuban,
ests
Uncle Jack very much; he
Philippine,
Japanese, Porto Rican,
wishes
he could have longer letters
Irish, Norwegian, Chinese, German,
from
to tell us something about
it,
Woodstock; the handsomest
and Siamese Cousins." These books
L
air rifle in the world; walnut *
i»^^^
"?' _^i£??*fl46^Utf^»
are very interesting, because they Beachmont and about the things
stock, globe sight. The Daisy
m^m%Y
that
the
members'
occupy
attention
teach us the customs and occupations
in its besaid
need
anything
most.
see
Nevertheless,
how much
of other countries.
half. The barrel and working
parts are made of metal finely nickel-plated. The stock is of genuine
Dear Uncle Jack, if this letter will Ellen has really told us in her
black walnut af the latest pattern, and is made with pistol grip. Globe
not discourage you, I will write neatly written letter, after all. She
sights have also been added to this rifle, and it is now, without doubt,
the most gun-like and fascinating air rifle ever placed on the market
again and give a brief description has told of a new election, and who
Each rifle is sighted and tested before leaving the factory. Shoots B B
the new officers are, and where the
of our city.
shot with great force and accuracy. Entire length, 32 inches. Weighs
3 Ibf.
I would like to form a Chapter of meeting was held, and she has sent
?

?

?
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?

?

For ONE New Subscription,
This Daisy Air Rifle,
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" Gather up the fragments that re
main, lest they be lost."?John vi., 12.
Diocesan Director,
REV. JAMES ANTHONY WALSH,
Cathedral Residence

:

75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass
"To co-operate with Gcd in saving
souls is to share in the most divine of
all divine works."?St. Dionysius.

THE WEEK'S RETURNS.
For February

(1 month).

school and gave the children a brief
talk on the Venerable Theophane
Venard's life. In answer to a few
prefatory questions, it was discovered that one of the children had
laid eyes on a genuine Chinese Catholic priest. This solitary exception
was a little man about five years old
who seemed to have traveled extensively, at least in his imagination.
At the close of Vespers a goodly
number of people had gathered for
the afternoon talk, and methods of
work in the Society, in Mission Seminaries, and on the mission-field were

TelephoneRichmond 1088-8.
demptorist Fathers is confined
labor,
but
largely to home fields of
their charity is not thus limited, and
in return we beg for them special
graces through the prayers of those
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in everywhom they thus unselfishly strive to
thing that makes a table what it

F. F. DRISCOLL & CO.,

assist.

should be.

WANTED
Lay-Brothers for Foreign Missions.

-

Beef, Lamb, Mutton, Veal,
Pork, Poultry, Hams,
Bacon, Game in their season,
Fresh Vegetables every day.

The last two numbers of the Illustrated Catholic Missions, a missionary magazine published in London, have laid particular emphasis
on the need of English-speaking
described.
Orders tilled for anything the market
The Branch will take up the work lay-brothers to act as auxiliarias to
affords.
with new zeal under the earnest di- missionary priests in Africa.
Institutions and Hotels a Specialty.
In its current issue this magazine
rection of the Rev. Peter J. McCormack, who has arranged to meet the quotes from one of the African 76 to 86 BLACKSTONE ST.,
Promoters after Vespers on the papers an article which makes it
Stalls 17 and 18,
Boston.
third Sunday of every month, when clear that success, on many of our
returns will be made.
Miss Anna missions, would be an utter imposKane will act as secretary, and the sibility without the assistance of vices which the Brothers render to
Annals will be distributed every two lay-brothers. The same is true of the missions, they also fill the roles
months, the next issue appearing in British possessions in New Guinea, of catechists and teachers. In this
about which arecentvisitorwrites:
April.
way they not only assist the priest,
can not describe to you my as- but often supply his place, and our
I
"
Be faithful to your daily ejacula- tonishment when I witnessed the Divine Master frequently blesses
tion, ?" St. Francis Xavier, pray material progress made in the Vicari- their labors in an extraordinary manfor us." From many, it means much- ate of New Guinea, with its twenty- ner. Alas, how insufficient is their
eight churches, and as many stations number for the always expanding
An Encouragement.
and schools. To estimate the amount
We take pleasure in presenting an of work which these establishments needs of the missions."
to God," adds the Illus" Would
occasional letter to the Review have entailed, one ought to visit
trated
Catholic
Missions, "that
readers, many of whom are already them one by one, as I myself had
some young men among our readers,
so deeply interested in the mission- the privilege of doing. Let me
with generous hearts and a burning
ary cause. Here is one from a describe to you one of these stations; love for God in their souls,
may reBoston man :
by the description of one you are spond to the call, and offer them" I am pleased to inform you that able to form an idea of the rest.
selves for service as lay-brothers in
for some time past my name has been
the the foreign missions!
which
recalls
church,
The
"
"
on the Promoters' list in our Propa- primitive
appearance of the Stable
If there are any such young men
gation Society of this parish. Only of Bethlehem, is the most imposing
among the Review readers, the Dinominally as a Promoter, though ; monument the natives have ever ocesan Director
will gladly advise
as I contribute the fifty cents seen. Erected on piles, and built of
them.
with
monthly myself, in the name of our wood, there is, however, nothing to
eight children, my wife and self attract the eye, except its large promaking the ten.
portions ; ?there are some which
I have always felt an interest in measure more than one hundred feet
"and
I have an ambition that some in length. To build it, the Brothers
it,
day I can afford to become a Perpet- have had to become in turn wood172 TREMONT ST.
ual Member. To my mind it would cutters, builders, carpenters, smiths,
be the best investment any true joiners, and roofers. To erect the
HAINES BROS.,
Catholic could make. Not that I altar and decoratethe sanctuary they
WILLIAM BOURNE k SONS,
would then give up interest in the have become cabinet-makers, paintMARSHALL & WENDELL,
Society,but I would have the knowl- ers and gilders, and it is astonishing
edge that as long as the world would to see to what good purpose they
last,l would be remembered as a beneand ARMSTRONG PIANOS,
have used the small presents seat by
factor at God's altar. It seems to the faithful from Europe, such as On Easy Terms.
Pianos to Rent.
be true that we can do more with pictures, statues, curtains, hangings,
the crumbs that fall from the poorest
ISAAC COFFIN & CO.,
carpets and banners.
table than the rich do with their
One station is scarcely finished
"
wealth. It is an easy thing to delude
when the exigencies of the Aposto- Steam and Hot Water Heating Apparatus.
ourselves with day dreams of what late require another; and the good
we would do if we were well off, as Brothers shoulder their tools, to start
NO. 52 SUDBURY ST., BOSTON.
the saying goes; but how little we try
afresh in another place the work
Telephone Ilaymarket 668.
to do! May God send you more
they have so successfully accom"
helpers in this vast and truly Catho- plished here.
Niekel
Plate
Road's
New
Tourist
earnest
wish."
my
lic field is
the scattered stations have
Sleeping Cars.
"beThen
to
made
accessible. The Brothers, If you expect to take advantage of the
Our Redemptorist Friends.
low Colonist rates to the Pacific Coast,
We notice from the New York again, have cut roads through the write L. P. Burgess, N. K.
P. A., Old
the
traced
rivers,
bridged
South Building, Boston, Mass., for full
report that already four Branches of forests,
the particulars regarding their splendid
the Society for the Propagation of roads in zigzag fashion along
tourist sleeping cars. They afford a
built
dikes
mountains,
of
the
comfortable journey at a very low cost.
the Faith have been formed in slopes
churches controlled by the Redemp- across the swamps,andthushavemade
the statoriet Fathers. In Boston, the one the communication between
A Clever Invention.
easy.
at
least
pleasant,
if
not
tions,
church in care of the " Mission
One of the most interesting developserother
many
Lastly,
amongst
Fathers," as they are familiarly
ments in household furniture which has
"
transpired in the last dozen years is adcalled, has climbed during the past
vertised today in another column bv
year to the fourth place in our lists,
Paine Furniture Company. It is a Kthe
A Favorite Cough Remedy. For
it
chen Cabinet, with practically three
returning nearly one thousand dolAsthma,
Catarrh,
Colda, Sore Throat,
stories.
There
is
provision
for'every
no more useful article can be found. one of
lars for the benefit of Catholic mis|the hundred'or more thing's
which
are
<d/ic~
,
~
/faevery
afar.
The
work
of
the
Reneeded
in
sions
Imitations. 4X&*.
kitchen.
?

St. Joseph's, Boston-

«0.70

Perpetual Membership,

140.00

St. Ann's. Somerville-

$68.00

St- Francis dc Sales', Charlestown.
St. Patrick's, Brockton.
St. Peter's, Dorchester.
St- Leo's, Dorchester.
St- Agnes', Arlington,
St. Lawrence OToole's Lawrence
St. John's, No. Cambridge.
Most Precious Blood, Hyde Park.
Assumption, E- Boston.
St- Mary's, Newton Upper Falls.

160.46
$49.60

146.80
WJ.BO
$26.80
$20.05

$80.06
$18.46
$18.86

$6.00

For January (1 month).
$34.00
St. Patrick's, Watertown.
$31.30
Peter's,
Lowell.
St.
St. Bridget's, Maynard-
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$29.16

$88.00
St. Joseph's, Lynn.
N- Dame dc Pitie, N- Cambridge- $88.00
$17.00
St- Margaret's, Dorchester.
$8.85
St- Anne's, Neponset$8.80
Bernard's,
ConcordSt.

Jan.-Feb. (2 months).
Boston, Sacred Heart Academy, $10.00
Deceased.

Prayers are requested for the following deceased members of the Society : Mrs. Annie Dunn, Mrs. Elizabeth McManamy, Mrs. Mary O'Neil,
Mrs. Ann Roach, Anna Brady, Nellie Keefe, Mrs. Bean.
At The West End.

It is over five years since the
Jiranch at St. Joseph's was organized, and in that time many changes
have taken place. The good work
has been going along quietly, however ; and in the past year the Branch
made fair returns, though not enough
to satisfy the Rev. Jeremiah Millerick, rector of St. Joseph's, who is
anxious to feel that his parish will
take its proper place in the archdiocesan ranks.
By special request of Father Millerick, therefore, a visit was made
to St. Joseph's on Sunday, Feb. 5,
and the congregation was addressed
at all the Masses. In the afternoon
the Director visited the Sunday-

?

COOK PIANO CO.,
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Temperance.
AN IRISH-AMERICAN MAYOR ON
THE SALOON EVIL.
The Mayor of Rhinelander, Wisconsin, Matthew Stapleton, is an
Irish-American and a Catholic. In
a recent issue of the Catholic Citizen, Milwaukee, he has a strong letter in which he denounces public
officials in Wisconsin for not enforcing the liquor laws. He says:?
With all due respect to our
State law-makers, I never could
quite understand why the State
should be so interested in the protection of wild deer in Northern
Wisconsin, when they pay so little
attention to the suffering of the
drunkards' poor wives and children

"

caused by the illegal sale of liquors
nights and Sundays. Why the farmers in the northern part of the
State should be compelled to live up
to the last letter of the game law,
when the saloon-keepers and gamblers in Madison and Milwaukee do
not know that there is any State
law which covers their business.
exact
" I believe that equal and
justice between man and man should
be the object of our laws. I believe
that special privileges can not be
granted to one class without injustice to the others. If the saloons in
Madison and Milwaukee now pay
$200 licenses to run according to
the State laws, they should pay
$500 for the privileges that they

...

have.

most of

What Wisconsin needs
"
all is a general cleaning up.

The

saloon at the four corners with the
dance hall overhead, running contrary to the State law, is as bad as

those of the cities.
"The saloon-keepers have ruined
their own business by selling to
minors, and allowing gamblers,
gambling, slot machines, roulettewheels, and, in fact, every evil device that could be crowded into
their business; above all, running
their saloons nights and Sundays.
To do the above business with a
profit, it requires thousands of young
law-breakers moving around the
streets nights and Sundays who will
in the near future be patients in our
work houses, asylums and State
prisons at the expense of the honest
taxpayers of the day."

indulge in even moderate quantities
of alcoholic beverages without going
to excess. They are of a nervous
temperament, extremists in most
things ; deny it as they please, the
fact remains that their nervous system does not tolerate the action of
alcohol. When they have abstained
for a time, they are perfectly free
from all hankerings, but put liquor
with them in any shape (hard cider,
brandy-sauce, patent medicine, or
what not) and they are off on a
spree, and one which will not end
until they get a skin full. Inebriety,
therefore, is the first stage of drunkenness. For an inebriate there is
but one course open, but one measure of salvation from a drunkard's
grave?absolute and perpetual total
abstinence. It may seem hard, but
that is the law for him. It is just as
impossible for an ordinary inebriate
to indulge in a stimulating (not an
intoxicating) quantity of alcoholic
drink and not get drunk, as it is for

him to change the law of gravitation."

INEBRIATES AND DRUNKARDS
There is no doubt," says the
fntermountain, that most men are
inebriates long before they become
djunkards, and many inebriates
never do become drunkards because
they are saved by some strong restraining influence. When is one
an inebriate? When a person can not

"

"

12

depleted the ranks of English beerdrinkers two years ago, is not calculated to further establish the claim
of harmlessness for malt beverages.
«>

?

?

?

" Whkn you see a man has got
enough, don't sell him any more,"
was the saloonist's instruction to
his new bartender.
How shall I know when he has
enough ?"
Well, one good way to judge is,
when he's run out of cash and wants

"
"

February IS,

NOW

say alcohol will clean silver up nicely," remarked the man
who acquires facts.
"It will," agreed the red-nosed
individual. "It cleaned up all my
silver."

READY.

A New Book by Katherine E. Conway:

"The Christian Gentlewoman
and the Social Apostolate."
Price 50 Cents.

THOMAS J. FLYNN & CO.,
I'UIILISIIKRS,

62 and 64 Essex Street,

credit."

"They

1905

Cor. Chauncy Street,

BOSTON.

D. A. SCANNELL
SLATE, TIN, COPPER AND GRAVEL

PAIR ROOFING.
A $1.00 FREE
,a
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RHEUMATISM

Metal Conductors, Gutters and Outlets
OFFICE

: 352

CAMBRIDGE

STBEET,

EAST CAMBRIDGE.

WILLIAM FOR TEMPERANCE. Send your name today and Particular attention paid to Repairing
Roofs.
get this remarkable cure
by return mail.
Emperor William 11. of Germany
To those who answer this advertisehas followed the lead of his uncle, ment at once will be sent free to try a
Low Colonist Rates to Pacific Coast
King Edward VII. of England, by pair of the Celebrated Magic Foot
via the Nickel Plate Road.
the great Michigan discovery
Drafts,
giving his support to officers who which is curing all kinds of RheumaDaily March Ist to May 15th the
tism, including evensome of the worst Nickel Plate Road will sell special low
wish to drink toasts in water or non- chronic
cases in the state. These Drafts rate Colonist tickets to principal points
The
beverages.
Emperor's
alcoholic
are worn on the feet (without the least in California, Washington, Oregon, and
but they cure Rheumadecision came about through Dr. inconvenience),
many intermediate points. Oood on all
tism in every part of the body, by ab- trains.
Write L. P. Burgess, N. K.
of
Banzej'
Munich,
a mem- sorbing the poisonous uric acid and
Adolph
P. A., Old South Building, Boston,
through
other
from
the
blood
impurities
society
against
ber of a
the misuse
Mass.
the great foot pores. Don't think that
of spirituous liquors, asking if offi- because this remedy is simple and cheap
cers might not drink toasts in water. it won't cure. It will, and already
thousands have written us that it has r
The Prussian ministry of war has cured them. It will cure you. Send us
McSHf\NE>S
BELLS
ofMarling worth.
«r»rlillli>g«Tldeiice»
the Drafts a
replied that upon his Majesty's your name today, and givewith
Over 80000 rlDglog round ill-: world.
trial. If you are satisfied
the benBfSHANK lIKII. KWMIHY, Hnlllmnre, Hd.. Y. H. i.
command the department informs efit received from them, then send us
not, keep your money.
him that " no compulsion exists to one dollar. If splendid
A
new booklet on
You
decide.
partake of toasts in alcoholic drinks, Rheumatism, illustrated with colored
Bell Company,
}\
22.2* ft 26 R'VtR ST. 0 I7T BROABWAT,
NEWYORK,
r
comos free with the Drafts.
Hto
TROY, N. "Y.
and that it may be left to the move- plates, today
Manufacture Superior
Vft CHURCH,CHIME.SCHOOL
to Magic Foot Draft Co.
Write
«r OTHER
<jst
ment now in progress to advance SS IS Oliver lildg,, Jackson, Mich. Send
money,
only
your
no
name.
this idea in all circles."
EMPEROR

.
tMENEELY

-

-

HEART REVIEW

SACKED

TEMPERANCE NOTES
William J. Onaiian of Chicago

declares that temperance is among
the things for which the Catholic
population of the United States
He
may be expected to stand.
says " Whenever the issue shall be
fairly presented, I am persuaded
they will be found on the side of
temperauce and temperance reforms
as against the evil and curse of the
drink plague."

A First=Class College Education FREE.
BOSTON COLLEGE.
To any boy who will send as One Hundred New Subscriptions, at
$2.00 each, we will give the Four Years' Preparatory (High School)
Course at Boston College.

:

\u2666

The third teetotaller to be elected
to the captaincy of the Vale 'v oity
football team is Thomas Leonard
Shevlin, who has been chosen to
succeed Captain Jim Hogan as the
guiding star on the Vale gridiron
the coming season. Captain Rafferty of the 1903 team was a temperance man, it is said, and Captain
Jim Hogan of the 1904 team prided
himself on never having tasted in?

take a drink of alcoholic stimulant
without feeling a craving for more toxicants.
\u2666
\u25a0
stimulant, he is an inebriate. That
Beke drinking districts show a
is the danger signal for all. Happy
cancer mortality, notably Basignal,
high
this
recognizes
is he who
in Germany and Salsburg in
remedy.
-the
varia
adopts
heeds it, and
drunkAustria.
This statement, in conmen,
and all
Many and many
that
a
it is
nection with the not-to-be-forgotten
ards, are so constituted
for
Ihem
to
impossibility
araenio poisoning epidemic which
phys'eal

-

To any boy who will send us One Hundred New Subscriptions, at
$2.00 each, we will give the Four Years' College Course at Boston
College. This includes a course in philosophy.

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE.

I

To any boy who will send us One Hundred and Plfty New Sub.
scrlptions, at $2.00 each, we will ji"e a Day Scholarship at Holy
Cross College covering the Four i oars' Preparatory Course.
To any I y who will send us One Hundred and Plfty New Subscriptions, at $2.00 each, we will give a Day Scholarship at Holy
Cross College covering the Four Years' Collegiate Course.
To any boy who will send us Seven Hundred New Subscriptions, at
$2.00 each, we will give a Scholarship (including board and tuition)
at Holy Cross College covering the Four Years' Preparatory

Course.

To any boy who will send ns Seven Hundred New Subscriptions, at
$2.00 each, we will give a Scholarship (including board and tuition
at Holy Cross College covering the Four Years' Collegiate Course.

MT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEfTY.
To any young lady who will send us One Hundred New Subscriptions at $2.00 each, we will give a Day Scholarship of Four Years
at Mt. St. Joseph Academy, Brighton, Mass.

To any yonng lady who will send us Five Hundred New Subscriptions at $2.00 each, we will give a Scholarship of Four Years (including tuition, board and washing) at Mt. St. Joseph Academy,
Brighton, Mass.
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AmoJO
nugst urselves.
Conducted by Aunt Bridt.

My dear Mrs. F., Aunt Bride is
very glad to pass along your recommendation of Kipling's " Jungle
Books" to the other mothers who
have children clamoring for
" just
anotherpretty story, mamma." There
aren't many of Kipling's stories
Aunt Bride would care to read aloud
to young or old, but the doings of

Mogli and his Junglecomrades carry
many valuable morals, delightfully
sugar-coated, to childish minds.
Stories in which animals are given
human traits are excellent means
for inspiring kindness towards the
dumb beasts the children come in
contact with every day. The wise
mother, who is anxious to have her
children grow up gentle and kind,
manages to make time every day for
a little talk or a little reading along
this line. When she doesn't feel
quite sure of putting her thoughts
into the right words?most of us
have better thought than expression,
you know, ?if she is wise she finds
a little story or a little poem illustrat-

ing her idea and reads it to them.
It is very much better to read aloud
to children and to encourage them
to read aloud to you than to give
them books to read by themselves,
at least until they are old enough to
understand what they are reading.
Have them learn some pretty
poems like " St. Francis' Sermon

to the Birds." And then tell them
some of the pretty legends about St.

Francis and his love for the " Little
Sisters of the Air." " Little Flowers
of St. Francis," a pretty little volume
published by Benziger Bros., makes a
suitable present for a child, one he
will be delighted to have mother
read aloud just before she puts him
to bed. The bed-time hour, after
the little boy and girl have had their
warm bath and are all ready for the
Sandman, is the best time for the
mother to talk quietly to them about
the virtues she would like them to
cultivate, and to read them little
stories showing kindness, obedience,
honesty, truthfulness.
Perhaps Aunt Bride is oldfashioned about this matter of children's stories. She believes in the
old fairy tales. Children need imagination. The child who can not
people his little world with all sorts
of beautiful imaginary beings is very
much to be pitied. Hans Christian
Anderson's stories, and the fairy
tales by the Brothers Grimm, ought to
be in every child's library so early
that he will absorb them before he
gets a chance at the more up-to-date,
and certainly less inspiring, Brave
"
and Bold," "Tip-Top," and the
various other five cent series to
which the average small boy is
addicted. A great deal of foolishness is being talked just now about
the criminal tendencies developed
by these little novels. Aunt Bride
almost wonders sometimes if newspaper editors aren't trying to divert
attention from their own culpability
in this matter. Probably they're

a

u
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not; but the fact remains that children can absorb more evil in a day
from the average city newspaper
than he will get in a year from Frank
Reade, Dick Merriwell, or the other
five cent heroes so furiously assailed.
Aunt Bride has heard parents rage
at the newsdealer who sold these
novels to their little sons, while
these same boys were allowed to
pore to their hearts content over
the daily and Sunday papers. Needless to say that these youngsters
could give you the details of all
the most brutal murder cases.
They knew all about the latest train
wrecking, and the methods of all
manner of criminals whose deeds
are so faithfully recorded in the
average newspaper. If these small
boys should happen to figure in the
police court as boy bandits some
day, Aunt Bride would certainly
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With them the sea winds played,
And on their petals, stainless, bright,
The morning's kiss was laid!
Their freshness past
they'll still be
?

loved,
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because "tke
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And always cherished be,
For memories, tender, sweet, they bring
Of Ireland o'er the sea.
(Jod

IRISH SONGS WELL SUNG.

" Irish Songs and Song-writers "
was the subject of a lecturedelivered
last Monday afternoon at the Tuileries, '270 Commonwealth avenue,
by Mr. Frederick W. Bancroft,
who illustrated his scholarly address

flighted

in the cure

of -the

"FERRIS"

bless the hand that culled for me
These lovely Irish flowers;

They bring me back the countless joys
Of childhood's golden hours:
Oh ! once again I seem to hear
The music of the rills,
And once again I breathe the air
Of Ireland's heath-elad hills.
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Colleges and Academies.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
Manchester. N. H.
OOIKUISH SCHOOL for young ladles
"? Please send tor catalogue
to

ln»

ST. ANN'S

Mothar

Superior.

ACADEHY,

nARLBORO, MASS.
on the status of Irish music and
not attribute their downfall to cheap poetry by singing many of the most
Boarding school for young ladies and
novels. As a matter, of fact, the charming lyrics of old-time and children. Healthy locality. Complete
Classical and Commercial Courses.
silliest of these much abused nickel present-day Irish poets. "The Snowy- Terms, Classical Course, $120; terms,
Course, $180. Apply for
series invariably upholds virtue and Breasted Pearl,"
Shule Agra,'1 Commercial
catalogue to Sister Superior.
condemns wrong-doing. The hero The Cruiskeen Lawn,"
Eileen
is always impossibly brave and Aroon," and other songs of an early Academy of the Assumption,
noble, and the villain unfailingly period of Irish history were given,
wellesley Hills, Mass.
Of course as well as Moore's Minstrel Boy,''
gets his just deserts.
Academy, situated In the suburbs of
Aunt Bride must not be understood
The Harp that Once," "The time THIS
-1- Boston,
Is only a few miles from the
city. It Is on the line of the Boston and
as recommending these cheap novels I'veLostin Wooing," "NoraCreina," Albany Railroad. The location Is one of the
most healthful and picturesque In New Eng.
as a mental food for boys. Neither and Lover's "Low-backed Car," land.
The grounds are extensive, affording
ample advantage for outdoor exercise. The
the newspaper, with its morbid scan- "Molly Dear," and many others. curriculum
of studies la thorough and comprehensive,
all the branches nedals, murders and suicides, nor the
Mr. Bancroft also gave examples cessary for embracing
n .enned education. Tot particulars as to terms for boarders or day
sillj- five-cent novels are proper of popular Irish ballads like Bren- pupils apply to
BISTKB SCPKBIOB.
mental diet for growing minds. It nan on the Moor." His reading of
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory
is a greatpity with the wide variety James Clarence Mangan's "Dark school for boys between the ages of i and 14.
The object of this school la to give auch a
general education as will fit pupUa to enter
of inspiring hero stories, nature Hosaleen " was an effective feature college.
stories and history stories to be had of his recital, and he closed with a
on every hand, all of themfull of the most sympathetic rendering of"The
College
action and incident so necessary to Wearing of the Green."
| This college, established for the
interest the small boy, the average
training of young men to the Religious
Priesthood and Missionary life, eartaste is so low.
The boy who Colleges and Academies. nestly
appeals to pious and generous
reads the little five cent novels
young men who desire to consecrate
themselves to such a sublime and holy
rarely progresses to anything
state. And it stands with open arms to
better. Usually he drops reading
Priests and Sisters particularly who
daily meet young boys whom they find
altogether when he leaves school,
Brighton, Mass.
to be inclined to the priestly state and
except for the daily and the Sunsuitably qualified for it, but from vaBoarding
Young
rious circumstances perhaps unable to
day papers. It is hard to see just
follow the divine call.
lfor further particulars apply to the
what can be done about it. PerThe terms are easily accessible to all,
STBTKP BI7PEEK B and particular favor is shown
to boys of
haps the mothers, like Mrs. F., who
good character and respectable family
are reading really good literature to Notre Dame Academy For this reason, boys that have previously been trained by the Sisters in
their children, in their cradles alLowell, Mass.
orphanages have a peculiar advantage
Day
Pupils.
Fob Resident and
for ready admission. Applicants are
most, are doing the most practical
depart admitted at any time
Founded In 1852. The
throughout the
thing which can be done. Libraries ment offers two courses Academic
the General and year, and
the Preparatory Classes of the
the College Preparatory. Academy honors
and societieshere and therearedoing and diploma are granted on the completion Seminary make it possible to receive
address
boys from the age of twelve years upmuch by providing parents with lists of either. For particulars
SISTEB SUPEBIOB.
wards. All particulars will gladly be
of books suitable for children. Chilsent on application to Rev. Father
Director,
La Salette College, Hartford,
reading-rooms
dren's
with wise
Conn.

"

"

"

"

"

"

The

-

of Our Lady of La Salette.

Wr^ITjoiE^ACADEMI
and Day School for

Ladies.

?

directors tactfully helping the children in their choice of books are
also doing something.
All this is progress, of course, but
a great deal more is needed.
Aunt Bride.

OfIIrish nterest.

BOSTON COLLEGE.
Conducted by the Je»uit Fathers,

For Day Students Only.

ThU well-known college has three distinct departments The COMMERCIAL
or ENGLISH Department, the PREPARATORY or High School Department, and a COLLEGE Department.
High School term opens Sept. 13; College term opens Sept. 15.

:

ST. EDWARD'S INSTITUTE,
780 Beioon St., Boston.
(SavaNTH Ybab).

Under the direction of Rev. Edward
Connolly, M. A., former Vice-President
and Chancellor of

Georgetown

Univer-

sity, and Lecturer on Natural Law in
Georgetown University Law School.
Intended principally for young men in
business. A classical course, embracing
For further particulars address
IRELAND.
Latin, Greek, Mathematics, Logic,
FLOWERS FROM
THE REV. W. F. GANNON, S: J., Metaphysics and Ethics may be
folPresident,
BYM.COLUMBA.
SI TER
lowed wholly or in part. English Litera7 Habbtio* Avwra. aoiToa Mass ture, Elocution, Gestnre and Expression, French and German.
God bless the Land, the sweet, old Land
Special attention given to the tastes
That nursed these (lowers fair!
and abilities of each pupil. Students
They've come across the ocean wave
taught methods of teaching themselves
Wrapped in my native air;
Quick preparation for any class in any
college. Applicants admitted at any
They bring me folded in their hearts
time. Private or class tuition, day and
The breath of Ireland's hills.
evening.
The fragrance of her verdant fields,
Address :
The laughter of her rills
REV. EDWARD CONNOLLY, M. A.

'

'Xeath summer's
bloomed,

sunny

smile they

Our readers will do us a great service if, in dealing with our advertisers, they mention the fact that
they saw the advertisement in the
REVIEW.

DIBEOTOB,
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the invincible desire to separate him
from Lilian at any cost. Happily,
BADYELP
I ROCTER.
Robert was going to leave, to spend
he had
Angels of light,spread your bright wiDgs a few days at Geneva, where
to
long
ago
time
deliver
promised a
and keep
Near me at morn,
two lectures in behalf of a work of
Nor in the starry eve, nor midnight deep, charity, and she would take advanLeave me forlorn.
tage of that absence to betake herFrom all dark spirits of unholy power
self toEvian with her little daughters,
Guard my weak heart,
whom her mother wished to see.
hour,
Circle around me in each perilous
Through the open window the
And take my part.
breeze bore to her suddenly the first
From all foreboding thoughts and dannotes of a prelude by an invisible
gerous fears,
Ah ! yes, there was a
orchestra.
Keep me secure;
the
bitthrough
and
concert
to.hope,
Teach me
that evening in the hotel
terest tears
gardens. She had forgotten this
Still to endure.
since she had been there in her room,
If lonely in the road so fair and wide
whither she had been called by orMy feet should stray,
ders to be given in regard to her
Then, through a rougher, safer pathway
children.
And during that time
guide
down below, in the parRobert
was
day.
Me day by
with
Lilian!
With a sudden
Should my heart faint at its unequal lor
movement
arose
from the armshe
strife,
O still be near !
chair into which she had thrown
Shadow the perilous sweetness of this herself and carefully examined her
life
pretty face in the glass, so as to see
With holy fear.
that her tears had left no marks upon
»??
it. Then, reassured on this point,
MINISTERING ANGELS

A DOUBTER'S HEART.
By

Henri Ardel.

CHAPTER 111.
( Continued.)
Then I will gladly use your ami"
able offer," remarked Isabelle, whose
throat was dry and lips parching.
" I have a very serious reason for
wishing to know all that concerns
Miss Lilian. But I would be obliged
to you if you would say nothing of
this mission which I have the pleasure of entrusting to you. If you indeed wish, it will be a secret between us."
Isabelle concluded her remarks
in a half-jesting tone, accompanying
them with that smile which she reserved for those who had the gift of
satisfying her, and which made her
black eyes so bright. But that
smile soon disappeared, as she had
just seenßobert close to Lilian.
CHAPTER IV.
evening
mail had just passed
The
the news for which
bringing
without
waiting
with feverish
Isabelle was
impatience. On her table were the
newspapers that her maid had
brought; and tears of spite came to
keep
her
becoming
Lilian
from
Robert and
more intimate with each other every
day, from the very reason of their
living under the same roof.
« And it was I who stupidly got
Robert to come here ! " she thought,
biting the lace of her handkerchief
so hard that she tore it. " But could
I, indeed, have imagined that a skeptic like him would be smitten with a
young girl ofeighteen, and be capable of going crazy over her, of really
loving her?"
She knew Robert too well not to
feel certain that some change had
taken place in him since the day
when he had bid her adieu in Paris,
not to have acquired the implacable
and very clear conviction that never
now would she bring him to her as
she had wished. And wounded
vanity and pride were making her
wild with jealousy, tilling her with

she went down.

The drawing-room door was not
shut, and from the hallway she
clearly distinguished a group formed
of Robert Noris and Lilian. The
young girl was seated with her hand
resting on a half-open album, and
her eyes raised towards Robert. He
seemed to be giving her an explanation, and she was listening with her
head thrown back a little in a confiding and youthful attitude.
If Madame dc Vianne had still
doubted that Lilian loved Robert,
she would have acquired certainty
of it from that childish look which
sought that of the master. Never,
either, on that haughty man's countenance had she seen so sweet an expression.
Her blood began to run boiling
hot through her arteries, and without waiting any longer she entered
the room. But her instinct as a
woman of the world was so powerful,
and was mastering her so thoroughly,
that none of those who saw her
slowly cross the room, directing her
steps towards the two young people,
suspected the storm that was brewing in her.
Lilian," she said,
" Well, Miss
her
of
pretty, quivering
with a smile
mouth, " you are not going out this
evening i The weather is so fine !
Will you not come and listen to the
music outside ? "
Lilian hesitated. Why go out
when she was so contented in that
parlor, with Robert beside her ? But
the young woman's look, wandering
persistently around thealmost empty
room, affected her like a malevolent
insinuation. She arose at once.
Gladly, madam, I will accom"
pany you, with your permission."
Robert interposed :?
" You can not go out into the
garden so. You must put on a
wrap."
think that that is
" You really
necessary f I am not at all cold."
As his only answer, he merely
picked up the soft white woolen
shawl lying behind her on the sofa,

RE VIJ
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and enveloped her in it as carefully
as if Lady Evans herself would have
done.
" And now I restore you to liberty, Miss Lilian."
" You will not accompany us,
Robert ? " asked Isabelle, who, with
emotionless and severe countenance,
had contemplated the whole scene.
" Excuse me, I am obliged to go
and answer some letters. I will
join you again in a little while."
The young woman bowed and
took Lilian's arm to go out, as if she
feared lest her companion would escape from her. She did not seek
to approach the groups already installed on the terrace, nor strollers
promenading the gravel walk, while
the orchestra was trying a waltz
tune ; but she sat down with the
young girl almost in seclusion. Then,
in an undefinable tone, she asked:?
have quite a grudge against
" You
me, I feel sure, for having deprived
you of Robert's conversation, as he
seemed to be strongly captivating
you?"
" Monsieur Noris was so amiable
as to answer my questions in regard
to his lectures in Geneva."
" Then, Miss Lilian, you are decidedly on the fair way to becoming
a real co-operator to him."
Lilian smiled.
" I, madam? Oh ! I hardly see
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how I could ever merit so fine a
title !
My dear, let me tellyou that you
merit it already, and are even doing
Robert a great service."
For the second time an exclamation of surprise escaped from Lil-

"

might suppose?many things?seeing him thus incessantly taken up
with you ! I think it will be wise
on my part to make good his negligence. Then, picture to yourself
that Robert is writing a romance
ian's lips.
for which he needed the type of a
"I am doing him a service? I?'» foreign young girl. You can not
" A very great service, I repeat to but have heard something of his
you, and I am even astonished that methods of composition! You know
he has not thought of telling you so, that, as far as possible, he studies his
and thanking you. Indeed, he is characters from nature, and uses
quite an ingrate! "
every means to make a thorough obIsabelle's black eyes were spark- servation of the persons who seem
ling in the night. She was fancy- to him to be the incarnation of the
ing to herself the young girl's soul
palpitating with secret joy at the
YOU HAVE NO FRIENDS
prospect of her revelation ; and she
was pervaded by a cruel satisfaction in any town or community but what
will be greatly interested in a household
at the idea that she was working for remedy
that is now being used extenthe estrangement of Lilian from sively throughout the United States as a
and permanent cure for catarrh
Robert. The orchestra resounded complete
of the mucous membranes, dyspepsia,
with loud and hurried harmony; she constipation, and all diseases of the liver,
and bladder. Only one dose a
could speak without fear of being kidneys
day is necessary. Write at once to the
heard by others than the young girl. Vernal Remedy Company, LeRoy, N. Y.,
they have so much confidence in this
Unfolding her fan with a light move- as
remedy that they will cheerfully send

"

you free of charge a trial bottle of Verment, she continued :?
Palmettona (Palmetto Berry Wine),
Truly, Robert did not tell you nal
so that you can quickly convince yourfrom the beginning what he ex- self of the wonderful results to be obpected of you? It is astonishing! tained from its use. Sold by druggists

"

For, indeed, not knowing him, you

Everywhere, but don't hesitate to write
for free trial bottle and booklet.

$10,000
IN PRIZES.

REV. FATHER O'BRIEN,
TREASURER REVIEW PUBLISHING
CO., BOSTON,

By the aid of the one hundred reverend members of the Corporation throughout New England, offers Ten Thousand Dollars in Cash Prizes to place the
Review in every Catholic home.
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heroes and heroines whom he wishes
The ousewife.
H
to create."
Isabelle stopped for a second,
EXTRAVAGANCE IN DRESS
seeking to see Lilian's face in the
darkness. The young girl had not
Monsignor Fox, vicar-general of
budged ; but her hands were joined,
very tightly clasped in each other, the diocese of Trenton, preached a
and her large, bright eyes remained sermon to a congregation of young
fixed on those of Isabelle with pro- women candidates for the Sodality
of the Children of Mary recently,
found attention.
in the course of his remarks
madam
?
" she asked. in- and
" Then,
warned
the girls against fashionable
Then,
dear,
my
when Robert
"
formed me of his new literary plans, dressing.
I prevailtd upon him to come and
" Women are dressing more and
pursue his studies at Vevey on the more extravagantly each year," said
foreign young girls?and he has he, " and the cost of dressing deters
been well rewarded for having fol- young men from marrying. The
lowed my advice?since he found minds of too many of our young
women are filled with dress and style.
you on the way ! "
"Oo you mean to say, madam, This weakness is one of the many
that Monsieur Noris has done me causes that have made marriage unthe favor of regarding me as a model fashionable these days.
poor young man's heart
?at the disposal of his curiosity ?''
" Thedown
to his shoes when he
drops
A quivering made her voice
cost
of the things girls
tremble, and Isabelle surmised that realizes the
wear
order
to
be
stylish. Half the
in
she was hurt in her soul and in her
things
have no apparent use. You
proud dignity ; and pitilessly she
see women dressed in furs but not
continued :?
From the first meeting Monsieur for warmth. You would think that
"
Noris has regarded you, my dear the furs should cover the lungs. Not
Miss Lilian, as a charming little at all. These garments rest on the
model, quite confiding, who allowed shoulders, fly open in front, and the
herself to be examined in the most rest go flopping in the air.
amiable way, a thing that our author
' the poor
' Look at that\u25a0 hat! much
did it
How
has very much appreciated, I beg young man says.
you to believe ; what concerns him cost i ' God help the present-day
most is that he will thereby gain young woman and her style. A sad
feature of the present day is that we
great success for his book."
"So that, models being paid for, have no more little girls. They are
if I am well informed, it remains for all young women. The little girls
me only to demand my salary!
" have the same ideas about dress?
Lilian remarked, as she rose up erect yes, and about the boys?that their
with the feeling that an invisible older sisters have. The world today
pressure was bruising her heart, and needs more women of the model of
there breaking something which, a the Blessed Virgin."
few moments before, was singing in
THEY FAIL TO MAKE HOME HAPPY
her like a joyous bird.
gave
Isabelle
a shrug of her
Here are a few women who, when
shoulders ; a Hash of wickedness was
they
marry, fail to make home
filming in her look.
happy
:?
Gracious ! in what a tragic man"
The
woman who expects to have
ner, my child, you are taking a very
a good easy time."
simple fact at which you have every "
The woman who wants to refurreason to feel flattered. You will be
simply immortalized by that coming nish her house every spring.
The woman who buys for the mere
romance of Robert's."
She stopped again. Perhaps she pleasure of buying.
The woman who would die rather
expected an answer, a word from
than
wear last season's hat.
Lilian which would prove to her
The woman who expects a declarthat she had made a good beginning
of
ation
of love three times a day.
her
work
destruction.
of
But the
The woman who reads novels, and
young girl sat down again, and
Madame dc Vianne merely distin- dreams of being a duchess or counguished, outlined on the bluish sky,
her delicate profile, whose lines had
The woman who thinks she can
become strangely rigid.
get
*5,000 worth of style out of a
( To be continued.)
£1,000 income.
The woman who does not know
(STOP AT
how many cents go to a dollar.
HOTEL EARLINGTON. The woman who proudly declares
that she can not even hem a pocket(FIREPROOF (OBSTRUCTION")
handkerchief, and never made up a
\u25a0-'7th St., Bet. Broadway ami Kb Aye.
bed in her life.
NEW YORK CITY.

"

The Management desires to call your atten
tiou to thelieduttion la Rates for Rooms anil
Restaurant.
Table d'Hote Dinner, 7ft cents.
Breakfa-t (Club) cents to $1.00.
A la Carte half portions.
Rooms, with Detached Bath, One Iwliar
.
perDav ami upward.
Parlor and Beiir.mm, with Private Bath.
Two Dollars and Kifiy Cents per Day and tip

»

traveling iilone will find the Earl
ington quiet, safe, and most c >nvenient for
Shopping nnd ThP«ter«
If you arrive in the City at the Orand Central Depot, take the 42nd street Trolley car
west to Bth Aye transfer south to 27th
-treet only Ift minutes to our Hotel.
V M K.ARI.K A SON,
Kstab. ISM
Of Earle's Hotel.

Ladies

,

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.
When making molasses candy
stick balls of the taffy on the
Borden's Eagle Brand
Condensed Milk affords the maximum
amount of food energy, In the minimum
bulk, conferring the greatest good to
the infant with the least tax on the digestive organs. It surpasses all other
foods for artificial infant feeding. Try it.
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end of clean toothpicks, and so delight the little ones, and help them
to keep their fingers from getting so

sticky.

Mrs. G. A. Goodwin of Blossburg,
Pa., writes that her little son, Walter, had a dreadful cough and no appetite and failed till he weighed only

Medical.
TAKE CARE OF YOUR

SAVED HER
LITTLE BOY.

EYES

55 pounds. Since
taking Fa th
John's M edicine

e~r

Don't read while you rock.

Never read facing the light.

he has gained in,
Don't read on a moving train.
Do not read with the head lowered. weight, nowDon't use your eyes when they weighing 85]
pounds and hisl
smart.
Hold the book on a level with the cough has been
completely cured.
eyes.
Don't tax your eyes when you are I am thankful to
know that there is such a grand
tired or hungry.
Don't face the wind on dusty days medicine," writes Mrs. Goodwin,
and I recommend it to all troubled
without glasses.
with
coughs, colds, or throat and
Don't squint; it weakens the eye-

"
"

CARE OF THE FEET IN COLD
WEATHER.

Of greater influence on the general health than appears at first
glance is the care of the feet in
winter. Aside from the discomfort
suffered, the nerves and temper are
never improved by the constant

" of cold feet.
" nagging
The cause may, of course,

be de-

ficient circulation, the heart not
being strong enough to pump the
blood thoroughly into the capillaries
of the extremities, or the cause may
be a nervous disorder, and in such
cases a physician's advice is necessary. But in many cases cold feet
are the result of neglect or vanity.
A neat, trim appearance, in a shoe
that fite perfectly* is greatly to be
admired ; but many times the shoe
does not stop here ; and a foot is
neveradmirablewhen squeezedinto a
shoe so tight that every separate
joint is visible. A shoe too narrow
forces the bones of the foot together,
often causing them to grow out of
shape, and always compressing the
blood-vessels which wind in and out,
over and under and between the
bones. It is the blood supply that
warms the feet. If this be impeded at
any point, either by too tight and narrow a shoe, by drawing the laces too
tight around the ankles or by tight
garters, the result is inevitably cold

Cancer Cured

WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.

Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers,
Eczema and all Skiuaud Female Diseases. Write
for Illustrated Book. Sent five. Address

,

Kansas City, Mo,

DR.

W

Hotel

I

Touraine

Johnson Park
BUFFALO, N. Y.
A modem, high-class and convenDelaware

Aye. &

ient stopping place, ottering every
accommodation for the comfort and

pleasure oi transient guests. Moderate
price*.

Harry C. Griswold, Proprietor.

j

lung troubles."
Remember Father John's Medicine is not a patent medicine, but the
prescription of the eminent specialist
who prescribed it for the late Rev.
Father John O'Brien, by whom it
was recommended and from whom it
derived its name. It is free from
opium, morphine or any of the poisonous nerve-deadening drugs or
weakening stimulants. Cures colds,
or money back.
Sold in 50c and 11.00bottles. The
$1.00 size contains three times the
quantity of the 50c size.?Father
John's Medicine, Lowell, Mass.
feet. Placing the feet in hot water
warms them quickly because the
heat rapidly expands the coats of
the blood-vessels, particularly of the
capillaries, and the blood flows

quickly and fully through them.

?

Pilgrim.

The Prudential and Its Policy=Holders
The Annual Statement of The Prudential, which is published on another
page, shows that the Company has enjoyed another year of exceptional prosperity. Over $012,000,000 of new insurance was issued and paid for during
1904, this amount being the largest in
the history of the Company, and one
billion dollars of insurance is now in
force upon its books. The Company

also paid to its policy-holders during
1904 over $13,000,000, which makes the
total payments to policy-holders up to
date over $92,000,000.
The Prudential has always had the
reputation of being exceptionallyliberal
in the treatment of its policy-holders.
Every year the Company pays hun
dreds of thousands of dollars in dividends and as additions to policies,
which were not stipulated in the contracts themselves.
When changes are made in the policy
contracts which make for increased liberality to the insured, The Prudential
has always made these concessions
retroactive wherever practicable, so that
holders of old policies mar secure these
benefits. Over $. >,000,000 has been voluntarily distributed m this way to holders of old policies.
A particularly interesting statement
is published this year. It shows that
the Company has aceun nlated assets
amounting to over 188,000,900, of which
118,000,000is .surplus overall
The liabilities are 175,000,000 liabilities
The character of the
investments is
plainly shown to be of the
highest possible ouality, and the margin of security
on loans, on Lands and mortgages and
on collaterals is plainly shown '
should inspire every policy-holder ofand
the
Company with coniidence in its
conser
vative management.
The Company will furnish any information concerning its polices to those
who write to the Home Orlire at New
ark, X. .1.

r
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A BOSTON NEWSPAPER

CONFIRMATION.

The Man.?The poet says that
genius is akin to insanity.
It Is the Correct Thing:
The Maid.?Well, therewas never
For children to be confirmed at any insanity in your family, was
the first opportunity after they have there ?
made their First Communion.
Guest. That steak was inferFor adults who neglected to receive this sacrament in their youth nally tough, waiter. I could eat
to do so at the first chance offered. only about half of it.
Waiter.?That's very queer, sir.
Those who neglect to do so are
You're the third gent that's comguilty of a grievous sin.
To prepare for the reception of plained about that steak today. The
this sacrament by a good confession, others couldn't eat it at all.
as the Holy Ghost will not enter a
A natural history tyro has quaint
soul defiled with sin.
about the camel.
Its nest,"
" one,
To study carefully beforehand the ideas
he
is
a
mean
says,
very
"leaves, etc. It has a made
ceremonies and symbols used in the
twigs,
large
of
administration of this sacrament.
and
it
is
able
to
full
body,
carry
it
To know that this sacrament can
two humps of fat
of
water.
It
has
be received only once, and that a
on its back, on which it is able to
person would commit a sacrilege if feed when is
it hungry. Its feet are
he attempted to receive it a second
in
webbed,
which it is able to cross
time. And that it would also be a
the
desert.
Its hair is used to make
sacrilege to receive it in mortal sin.
are used for painting.
brushes
which
To take the name of one's favorite
lays
It
also
It eats worms."
eggs.
saint for a confirmation name.
It Is Not the Correct Thing
Josiah Quincy of Boston tells
to
have
neglect
to
how
he was once identified by a
For parents
they
confirmed
after
laborer who was enlightening a
their children
First
Communion.
friend.
That is Josiah Quincy,"
have made their
"
ophad
no
said the first laborer.
For adults who have
And who is Josiah Quincy ?"
portunity to receive the sacrament
"
to
continue
demanded the other.
of confirmation in youth
"Don't you know who Josiah
to live without its grace.
carelessly
Quincy is? " demanded the first man.
To receive the sacrament
meaning.
and in ignorance of its
I never saw sich ignorance. Why,
"
baptismal
the
he's the grandson of the statue out
To be confirmed with
name.
there in the yard."
To omit sponsors at confirmation.
A delegate from Boston to a reTo forget that sponsors for coneducational conference in Philacent
baptism,
firmation, like godparents at
delphia
told of the answer given by
are related by spiritual affinity to
a
pupil in one of the public
certain
their godchildren as well as the
schools
of
the Hub in answer to a
parents of their godchildren ; hence
question
by a professor of natput
godparents can not marry godchilhistory.
ural
godchildren or the parents of their
The question was : " What is the
dren, yet one godparent may marry
difference
between a biped and a
the other.
?"
quadruped
The Correct Thing for Cathanswer was: " A
pupil's
The
olics.
biped has
legs, a quadruped has

asked its readers what they
would do, if told they were
to die within Seven Days ?
A Contented Man Replied
"I don't Think 1 Should WorryI have Provided for my Family
Through Life Insurance." How
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Sunday afternoon ? "
He'll lie easier here,' they said, ]
"
No, mum."
the doctor comes.'
"
' tillThe
How often will you scrub the
doctor came a little later.
"
"
is
done
poor
chap
for, I'm
' This
Twice a week."
afraid,' he said, glancing at the
"
And wash the windows ? "
prostrate victim. Then he knelt
"
Every
Friday."
down, lifted one of the man's closed
"
Build a fresh fire every morneyelids, and peered into a dull, blank,
"
unseeing, lifeless eye. ' Yes, he's ing?"
Yes, mum."
dead all right. Take him away,' said
" Do
you dislike children ?"
the doctor.
"
«
No, mum."
But the pale lips of the injured
"
long were you in your last
man moved slightly, and a feeble
" How
?
place
voice murmured,' that was my glass"
years."
Four
eye, you fool.'"
"
did you leave ? "
Why
" The people
The Teacher's Pork.
went to Europe."
" How much wages
A prominent educator in Philado you want ?"
" Eight dollars a month."
delphia tells the follwing story on
"
himself:?
When can you come ? "
" Tomorrow."
In his early teaching-days he had
"Justthen a keeper from the insane
a position in a country schoolhouse
in New England. The people in asylum rushed in shouting, " Oh,
you are ! " bound her hand and
the neighborhood worked out their thereand
carried her off bodily.
foot,
taxes by giving him board, and
when there was no vacancy in the
New Editions of Liturgical Masses.
farm-houses he took a small room,
while the neighbors supplied him MISSA REGIA
Royal Mass by Henri Dumont.
with food. One day a young boy
For Four Voices?Moritz Brosig, Op.
came running breathlessly toward
29, 75c; Edmund Kretschmer, Op. 22,
him. " Say, teacher," he gasped, 60c; Johannes Schweitzer, Op. 18, 60c.
For Two Voices?Louis Macs, Op. 134,
" my pa wants to know if you like Score
45c; Op. 134, Voice parts, 25c. For
pork ?"
One Voice?Henri Dumont, Missa dc
sc; Missa dc Angelis, with
" Indeed I do like pork," the Angelis,
organ ace, 45c.
teacher replied, concluding that the Complete line of Catholic Church and
very stingy father of this boy had School Music. Send for Catalogues.
determined to donate some pork to The Catholic Music Publishing Coy.
him. " You tell your father if there
167 Trem tint St., Boston, Mass.
is anything in this world that I do
Telephone Oxford 199.
like it is pork."
90 per cent.
Some time transpired, and there
of the sickness today can be traced to
pork
day
no
One
forthcoming.
was
the condition of the blood. Peter's
he met the boy alone in the school- Blood Tablets cure to stay cured. Price,
and 50c. by mail. Send 2c. stamp
yard. " Look here, John," he said, 25c
for free sample.
about
?"
pork
that
" how
Co-operative Medical Asso.,
the boy, " the pig Mass. Berkeley
Oh,"
replied
" well."
St., Boston, Mass.
126
got
"«

four legs: therefore the difference
A Phenomenon.
between a biped and a quadruped is
A reporter was interviewing Vicetwo legs."
President James Gayley, of the
United States Steel Corporation, on
When the young mistress of the
makprocess
new
for
entered the kitchen she carwonderful
house
the
ried herself with great dignity. She
ing steel that he has invented.
"It is a phenomenal success, I had come to call the cook to acam told," the reporter said.
count. " Mary," she said, " I must
Hardly phenomenal," answered insist that you keep better hours,
"
Mr. Gayley, smiling. "Aphenomenon, and that you have less company in
you know, is a mighty extraordinary the kitchen at night. Last night I
thing. Did you ever hear the Scot- was kept awake because of the uptish lecturer's definition of a phe- roarious laughter of one of your
young women friends."
nomenon ?"
reporter," I never
said
the
No,"
"Yes, mum, I know," Mary re"
plied,
did."
" but she couldn't help it. I
"Well, this lecturer," said Mr. was telling her how you tried to
make cake yesterday morning."
Gayley, " puts the matter thus :
"'Mayhap, ma friends,' he said,
A Slight Mistake.
'ye dinna ken what a phenomenon
Stories of railroad accidents were
may be. Weel, I'll tell ye. Ye've
The New Servant.
being
a
told at Tuxedo. Spencer Trask,
Weel,
nae
doot.
000,
all seen a
you
Can
cook ? "
" Yes,
coo's nae a phenomenon. Ye've all the well known banker and author,
mum,
seen an apple-tree. Weel, an apple- of New York, said, " In a certain
" And wash ?everything."
tree's nae a phenomenon. But gin collision one of the victims lay for a
" Yes, mum." "
the
long
time
on
his
back
across
ties.
apple-tree
gang
up
an
" How many nights out do you
ye see a coo
"
tail foremost to pull apples, that, Finally two men picked him up, carfriends, would be a real pheno- ried him to the station, and placed want?"
him on the floor.
" None."
menon.' "

-

February 18, 1905.
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